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2700 Maritime Boulevard
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Dear Mr.

JO~~

Thank you for contributing to the State of Tampa Bay - 1997 Report. I hope you
will agree that the eleventh State of Tampa Bay Report is a true representation of
the outstanding environmental efforts underway in the Tampa Bay region. The
report is a tremendous public education tool. It is also a significant source of
information for our state legislators. It was delivered to our legislative delegation
for their use during the session.
Enclosed are two copies of the document for your use. Additional copies can be
obtained frQm our regionai infonnation center at a nominal cost.
If you submitted any material (photos, slides, graphics, etc.) which you requested
be returned, it is enclosed. We appreciate the loan very much.

Thanks again for your cooperation. Please call if! can assist you in any way.
Sincerely,

Suzanne T. Cooper, AICP
Principal Planner
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Ms. Barbara Romano, Chair, Agency on Bay Management
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Executive Summary
This, the eleventh "State of Tampa Bay" report, documents many of the programs and projects of 1997 relating
to Tampa Bay. Prepared in accordance with the rules of
the Agency on Bay Management and funded by the
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council, it includes a
summary of the issues addressed by the Agency this
year.
The Agency on Bay Management was formalized in
1985 by the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council, but
its roots reach to the 1970s. The Florida Legislature
enacted the Tampa Bay Study Commission in 1983,
which resulted in the "Future of Tampa Bay" report. This
led to the Agency's organization as an arm of the Tampa
Bay Regional Planning Council. This relationship has
continued, to the benefit of both bodies. Today the
Agency is recognized as one of the most important
functions of the Council.
The Agency and the Council have also been responsible for spawning two other programs vital to the Tampa
Bay region . The Tampa Bay National Estuary Program
has now concluded its five-year effort to determine the
past and existing impacts on the Tampa Bay estuary and
to identify the measures necessary to reverse or minimize those impacts. During 1997 the finishing touches
were put on Charting the Course for Tampa Bay, the
Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan .
1998 will see the various local, regional , state and federal

governments involved in protecting, regulating, and using
Tampa Bay cooperating, through formal agreement, to
accomplish the goals set forth in Charting the Course to
restore water quality, habitat, and living resources to the
Bay. TBNEP's report in the "State of Tampa Bay 1997"
reports on this historic effort. The Agency and the Council are proud to be a part of this tremendous
accomplishment.
The Surface Water Improvement and Management
(SWIM) Program, managed by the Southwest FL Water
Management District, began as an initiative for Tampa
Bay alone. Tampa Bay has been the number one priority
water body since the program's inception. The region's
local governments have benefitted greatly from the expertise and cost-sharing of the District, and Tampa Bay's
quality has improved as a result.
This year's "State of Tampa Bay" report includes
summaries of many important projects. It is clear from
the diversity of reports that Tampa Bay is receiving the
attention it deserves from all quarters. Public and private
sectors alike are working as never before to ensure the
restoration, protection , and wise use of the Bay.
We can proudly say that 1997 was another exciting
year for Tampa Bay and for the Agency on Bay Management. It is clear that Tampa Bay is recovering from the
impacts of the past, ensuring that this valuable environmental and economic asset endures.
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Around the Bay
EGMONT KEY
ACTIVITIES - 1997 was a busy year at Egmont Key.
A major change was the enlargement of the bird and
wildlife sanctuary, which now encompasses the southern
1/3 of the island. New trails have been established,
signage along the trails installed and an observation
tower is planned. While the inland and west coast areas
of the southern 1/3 of the island are now off-limits, the
anchorage and portions of the southeast beach area are
still available to the boating community.

• Because no major storms visited the island in 1997,
the nesting season for Loggerhead turtles was very
successful and 72 nests were identified. This is twice
the normal count. It is estimated that 5,400 hatchlings
made their way to the gulf waters.
• Using Digital Global Positioning, the locations of 1,137
active Gopher tortoises burrows were surveyed and
plotted . A continuing study of the occupancy of the
burrows is carrying over to 1998.
• Shore bird nesting was almost non-existent, because
of scavenging by the sea gull population on the island.
• Under the direction of Dr. Ken Dodd, a student from
the University of Florida is surveying the juvenile box
turtle population on Egmont Key.
• Through the auspices of the University of South Flqrida, a water monitoring station has been established
on the US Coast Guard dock and data is available via
the Internet. Contact USF for details about capturing
the collected data.
• The popularity of Egmont Key as a destination for
boaters continues, with about 80,000 people visiting
the island in 1997. On October 11 and 12, the fourth
"DISCOVER THE ISLAND" days, sponsored by the
Egmont Key Alliance , was held and almost 2,400
people visited Egmont Key. This was our most successful "DTI" to date. One of the highlights of the day
was the presentation of the Egmont Key Alliance
"Environmental Care Award" to Jerry Shrewsbury for
his untiring efforts in all phases of Alliance activities
on Egmont Key, with special emphases on resting and
nesting bird populations.
• Our primary focus on restoration of historical landmarks is still directed at the Ft. Dade guard house and
we plan to begin the first phase of rebuilding in 1998.
Plans are underway and funding is available to re-roof

the oil storage building near the lighthouse to its
original construction.
CONCERNS - The Egmont Key Alliance, the FL Park
Service, and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service continue
to face two major problems. At this time, the future of the
island is in jeopardy due to persistent and continuing
erosion. Based on a 1994 study, 240 acres of the island
have been lost to erosion since 1877. The results of this
loss have been a serious degradation of the island's
resources, both natural and historic.
The loss of beaches, primarily of the western side of
the island, has reduced areas available to nesting birds
and heavily impacted loggerhead turtle nesting.
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The impact of erosion on the Spanish-American era
structures of Fort Dade has been severe and irrevocable.
Two out of the five gun batteries have been completely
lost to the Gulf of Mexico, and now lie as piles of rubble
some distance offshore. A third battery at the north end
of the island has recently been severely damaged, and
the remaining two are in danger of being lost in the near
future . One of our goals is to see the beaches on the
west side of Egmont Key stabilized and re-nourished.
Our second major problem is the invasion of exotic
plant species across most of the island. In creating Fort
Dade, the U. S. Army cleared the majority of the island.
While portions of Egmont Key have re-grown in a typical
coastal berm community, over the past 30 years the
island has been invaded by Australian pines and the
even more aggressive Brazilian pepper. These fastgrowing exotic plant species threaten to choke out
essentially all of the other vegetation, which would have
a substantial adverse impact on all other wildlife, including birds and turtle species. Our goal is the ultimate
eradication of these two exotic species from the entire
island and the restoration of appropriate native species.
For more information contact Jim Spangler, 813-3671497.

U. S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
NATIONAL REFUGES
Egmont Key State
Park and National
Wildlife Refuge:
During 1997 the wildlife
sanctuary at the southern
end of Egmont Key was expanded. The beach area
adjacent to the posted seagrass bed on the east side
of the island was closed to
public use. Although this expansion was made to better
protect nesting birds, bird nesting was a failure . A total
of 53 Least terns were observed in May, but none
produced any young. One nest was observed with one
egg in May, but a grounded boat near the bird sanctuary
over the Memorial Day weekend caused the Least terns
to abandon their nests. A total of 210 Black skimmers
were observed with one egg in nine nests. No young
were observed. Gull predation may have played a major
factor in lack of production. Gulls were observed stealing
eggs from nests of flushed Black skimmers.
Sea turtle nesting was a huge success this year. The
first nesting was recorded on May 11 and the last nesting
on August 21. A record 72 nests were found containing
7,153 eggs. Seventy-six percent of the eggs hatched
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and 5,462 hatchlings were recorded. Only five nests
were washed away by high tides.

Passage Key National Wildlife Refuge:
New signs were posted on and around Passage Key.
The signs in the water state that the island is closed 300
feet out into the water from the island. The signs on
Passage Key state that the area is a bird nesting area,
closed to public use.

Pinellas National Wildlife Refuge:
Pinellas National Wildlife Refuge was posted with
refuge boundary signs. Tarpon Key's lagoon was posted
with "Area Closed" signs.
For additional information please call Elizabeth A.
Sou heaver, 352-563-2088.

AERIALS OF THE WEEDON ISLAND
COUNTY PRESERVE COMPLEMENT THE
SEAGRASS MONITORING PROGRAM AT
FT. DESOTO PARK AND AQUATIC
HABITAT MANAGEMENT AREA
To help protect the valuable seagrass beds in southern Pinellas County, the Pinellas County Board of County
Commissioners authorized the "Ft. DeSoto Park Wetlands and Aquatic Habitat Management Ordinance" in
1990. The original ordinance established the Management Area, which includes land from Indian Key to Ft.
DeSoto Park in southern Pinellas County. County Commissioners amended the ordinance in 1996, continuing
this effort while adding protection of the seagrass beds
surrounding Weedon Island.
The area around Weedon Island is marked by an
array of buoys and signs informing boaters of the protective "Boat Restriction Zones." Use of internal
combustion engines is strictly prohibited in the zones,
however, motorized boats can enter if poling, drifting or
electric trolling motors are used to move the boat.
The County has continued monitoring the Management Area at Ft. DeSoto to determine the effectiveness
of the zones and the rate of seagrass bed recovery in the
Area. The 1997 analYSis shows that the management
program continues to be a success. Severe weather had
taken a toll on some of the signs within the management
area, and new scars were apparent in these areas. The
County has repaired the signs and replaced missing
buoys with more durable pilings.
The County is in the process of obtaining detailed
aerial photos of the seagrass beds surrounding the Weedon Island County Preserve. These photos will generate

a baseline database that could be used to estimate
damage from natural or anthropogenic causes or expansion of the seagrass beds due to enhanced growth
conditions.
The aerial photography as well as the interpretation
has been digitized and entered into the County's Geographical Information System. Analysis of this data will
enable Pinellas County to manage the area in the most
environmentally-sensitive and beneficial manner.
In addition, Pinellas County has continued to provide
aerial photography of the seagrass areas surrounding
Honeymoon and Caladesi Islands to the State park
managers. This continued cooperation between the
County and the State enables improved management of
this State park for the benefit of the citizens of Pinellas
County. For more information contact Eric Fehrmann,
813-464-4425.

LAKE SEMINOLE WATERSHED
Lake Seminole , in southwest Pinellas County, is the
second largest lake in the county. Its watershed is highly
developed, most of which was done before any stormwater regulations. Local and state agencies have
received many complaints over the years regarding declining water quality in the lake. The Lake Seminole
Diagnostic Feasibility Study showed that stormwater
runoff is the major source of declining water quality in the
lake. The lake has no inflow of water other than stormwater, and the stabilized water level is a contributing
factor to lake degradation. Elevated nutrient concentrations resulting in high chlorophyll-A levels are evidenced
by its year-round pea green color. The trophic state
index for the entire lake is above 80, which places Lake
Seminole within the hypereutrophic classification for
Florida lakes.
After the completion of the Diagnostic Study, Pinellas
County and the Southwest FL Water Management District (SWFWMD) entered into an agreement for the
development and implementation of a watershed management plan . The watershed management plan, which
is scheduled for completion by the summer of 1998, will
recommend activities and programs to improve water
quality, flood control, and wildlife and vegetative habitat
within the Lake Seminole basin.
The agreement also provided for immediate implementation of several projects. One project will create a
stormwater detention pond adjacent to Seminole Boulevard to remove about 5% of the stormwater nutrient load
to the lake. Another project will refurbish an existing
pond to provide better nutrient removal before discharg-

ing into Lake Seminole . The third project will construct
an adjustable water level control structure.
The County and the SWFWMD also have an ongoing
program for removing the dense cattail monoculture on
the lake. The Lake Seminole Advisory Committee,
formed at the project initiation and comprised of study
participants and citizen representatives, recommended
that some cattails be removed and the area revegetated
with more desirable species. The changes should result
in higher rates of sportfish recruitment and improved
angler fishing success and satisfaction. More diverse
and beneficial macrophy1e communities should provide
better habitat for wildlife species frequenting the Lake
Seminole shoreline and allow for improved boat navigation and aesthetics. Removal of cattail biomass will
reduce the lake's nutrient loading and preclude accumulation of organic matter that would occur if the plants were
only treated chemically. By the end of 1997 about 15
acres of cattails have been removed.
To provide lasting benefits to the improved macrophy1e community, it is important to allow the lake to
fluctuate on a regular basis. An adjustable water level
control structure is being designed to replace the existing
fixed structure. The lake level can then be managed to
follow a more natural hydrological cycle to maintain
aquatic plant diversity and stimulate expansion of desirable species. For more information contact Nancy Page,
813-464-4425.

MANATEE WATCH LINE PROGRAM IN
PINELLAS COUNTY
One of the goals in the Conservation Element of the
Pinellas County Comprehensive Plan is to find ways to
protect manatees and their habitat. The Pinellas County
Department of Environmental Management created the
Manatee Watch Line Program in June 1992 to collect
information regarding manatee sightings in Pinellas
County waters that are reported by the public. The
information provided by the citizens can identify some of
the areas most used by manatees, what activities they
are engaged in, and whether there are any possible
threats of danger to the manatees.
The Manatee Watch Line Program has helped increase public awareness of manatees through the
County's Speakers Bureau. The Department averages
ten speaking engagements each year to schools and
various civic organizations to help educate the public
about manatees and their habitat.
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A breakdown of sighting information collected from
1992 through 1997 follows :

Phone Calls
Panlcipatlng Cal lers

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

491

485

521

330

388

244

352

252

219

1341

146

128

1087

1217

1267

925

1046

654

Adults

9 19

1071

1079

907

942

584

Young

168

146

188

118

104

70

Total Manatees

The areas which have consistently yielded the greatest number of manatee sightings are Spring and
Whitcomb Bayous in Tarpon Springs, Boca Ciega Bay
near Bear Creek, McKay Creek, and Coffee Pot Bayou.
This year, for the first time, Ft. DeSoto had the most
sightings reported . The County has increased seagrass
~rotection efforts in Ft. DeSoto through boating restrictions In some areas and increased educational efforts.
The increase in manatee sightings could be the result of
these actions. For more information contact Pam Leasure, 813-464-4425 .

proposed projects in the plan will be evaluated by County
and City staff for possible funding and implementation.
Earlier in 1996 the County hired a consultant to
develop a set of computer models that will simulate the
effects of potential projects on water quality, hydraulic
and hydrologic conditions of the creek. The model was
completed in December 1997. It will enable staff to
evaluate potential structural projects and Best Management Practices within the basin.
During the development of the plan, projects called
Immediate Action Projects (lAPs) we re identified and
implemented. These projects included the development
of educational materials and demonstration sites for
habitat restoration, exotic plant removal and stormwater
treatment.
One of these lAPs is the Habitat Restoration and
Enhancement Project near Lakeview Road and Hercules
Avenue , also known as Maple Swamp. The project aims
to combine stormwater treatment, habitat restoration
and educational and recreational use at a single site i~
the central portion of the watershed. Design of the
project commenced in 1996 and was completed in December 1997. Construction is expected to begin in
mid-1998 .

THE ALLEN'S CREEK WATERSHED

The Allen 's Creek Watershed is a typical urban
stream located in the central portion of Pinellas County.
The City of Largo, Pinellas County and the City of Clearwater agreed to fund and develop a watershed
management plan to address the problems of the creek,
and the plan was completed in 1996. Adopted by the
Board of County Commissioners in October 1996 and by
the Largo Commission in May 1997, the programs and
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Students at Plumb Elementary School have been
assisting County staff by monitoring wildlife activity at
Maple Swamp since April 1997. Clearwater Audubon
Society.members conducted the first annual bird survey
of the site last February and will be conducting the next
one in 1998. This information will serve as baseline data
to compare to wildlife use after restoration is completed.
Pinellas County and the Southwest FL Water Management Dist~ict (SWFWMD) jointly funded the design
and construction of the Oligohaline Habitat Restoration
Project at St. Paul's Drive and Belleair Road. This
project aims to restore low salinity wetlands and enhance

habitat for aquatic species' use, including snook, redfish ,
spotted seatrout and blue crabs. Construction of the
project was completed in March 1997. More than 200
student, teacher and parent volunteers with County, City
and District staff planted the site in April 1997 with 3,500
upland and salt-tolerant wetland plants. st. Paul's
School students have adopted the site and are observing
bird activity. County staff are monitoring fish population
abundance and diversity every six weeks from March
through December each year.
Another lAP enhanced a freshwater and upland system than runs along the eastern border of the Belcher
Elementary School property. County staff and the FL
Yards and Neighborhoods Program have been working
with Belcher Elementary teachers and parents on the
Belcher Backyard Nature Center. The Center aims to
provide an opportunity for teachers, students and the
community to observe, learn about, and respect nature
by maintaining a natural habitat within the schoolyard
environment. Project design and construction for phase
1, upland habitat enhancement, were completed by May.
Activities and lessons using the Center are being developed for integration into classroom curricula. Phase 2,
wetland habitat enhancement, is in the planning stage
and slated for completion in 1998.
Pinellas County funded a Dry Pond Demonstration
Enhancement Project at Largo Fire Station 42. This is
another lAP illustrating how dry ponds can be an amenity
to a community, in addition to enhancing wildlife habitat.
This project was designed by City of Largo and County
staff. The site was planted in late 1997 by St. Paul 's
School students as well as County and City staff. For
more information contact Mariben Espiritu-Andersen ,
813-464-4425.

LAKE TARPON BASIN MANAGEMENT PLAN
Lake Tarpon , a priority water body of the Southwest
FL Water Management Dept. 's Surface Water Improve-

ment and Management (SWIM) Team, is the largest
freshwater lake in Pinellas County with a surface area of
approximately four square miles. The Lake Tarpon watershed is 52 square miles and is comprised of three
drainage basins: Lake Tarpon , South Creek and Brooker
Creek.
Lake Tarpon was considered to have excellent water
quality and a valuable recreational fishing resource until
the summer of 1987, when an algal bloom covered 80%
of the lake's surface creating odor and aesthetic problems as well as fish kills. Since the Lake Tarpon
sampling program began in 1988, Lake Tarpon has
become more eutrophic. In 1989, SWFWMD completed
the Lake Tarpon SWIM Plan . A consultant, hired by
Pinellas County, completed a water quality computer

model for the lake. This was part of a diagnostic/feasibility study comp leted in 1992.
Following the completion of the diagnostic/feasibility
study, Pinellas County hired a consultant to develop a
Lake Tarpon Basin Management Plan. The Draft Plan
was submitted in September 1997 and addresses two
primary management issues: water quality degradation
and nu isance aquatic vegetation. The Draft Plan, to be
finalized by March 1998, also focuses on public education programs.
SWFWMD has hired consultants to conduct other
studies in the Lake Tarpon watershed that may be incorporated into the Plan . One study is examining nitrogen
input into the lake from groundwater. Another study is
assessing alternatives for biological control of exotic
aquatic vegetation. Both studies should be completed in
February 1998. For more information contact Pam Leasure, 813-464-4761.

CITY OF SAFETY HARBOR
In 1997 the City of Safety Harbor accomplished several Bay-related activities:
• Volunteers collected debris along the City's Tampa
Bay shoreline during the annual Coastal Clean-up
event in September.
• Construction of passive recereational facilities at the
Marina Park Addition site was completed this year.
This site was purchased with Preservation 2000 funds
in 1995 and was developed as an extension of
streetscaping and the South Bayshore Linear greenway. Marina Park, an adjoining element of the greenway, was renovated in 1997.
• The Green Springs phase of the Master Drainage
Plan improvements to the downtown was completed.
Design of the Seminole Park phase of downtown
drainage improvements was underway during the
year.

THE HILLSBOROUGH RIVER GREENWAYS
TASK FORCE
The Hillsborough River Greenways Task Force (HRGTF) is a
public-private partnership whose
mission is to develop and facilitate
the implementation of a regional
plan forthe permanent protection of
the Hillsborough River, its tributaries , headwaters, intermittent
streams , recharge areas, wildlife
corridors, habitat areas , and adjacent critical uplands and buffers,
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with special emphasis on the upper Hillsborough RiverGreen Swamp corridor. The HRGTF is open to everyone
who is interested in or affected by issues within the
Hillsborough River watershed and who is dedicated to
achieving the HRGTF's mission and goals.
Although the HRGTF's primary emphasis is on the
upper Hillsborough River, when issues arise that affect
or involve other portions of the watershed, the HRGTF
works collaboratively with programs such as the Tampa
Bay National Estuary Program or the Hillsborough River
Interlocal Planning Board . It is important to the HRGTF
that as many partners as possible collaborate to achieve
a truly sustainable Hillsborough River system. In recognition of this philosophy, the FL Department of
Environmental Protection requested that the HRGTF facilitate the Hillsborough River Integration and
Coordination Committee (HRICC), a forum that serves
to integrate, coordinate, implement, evaluate and demonstrate the success of ecosystem management
principles.
Formed in 1992, HRGTF participants spent several
years defining issues, conducting research and performing alternative analyses before achieving consensus on
approximately 20 major issues affecting the upper
Greenway. In 1995 the HRGTF unveiled its guiding
report, entitled An Ecosystem Protection Plan for the
Upper HillsborouQh River: Issue ,t\nalyses. Action plans
and Recommendations, otherwise referred to as "The

Greenbook." The HRGTF has been working to facilitate
the implementation of these recommendations ever
since. To that end, 1997 was a very productive and
successful year, as this article highlights.
The HRGTF continued to facilitate implementation of
its Coordinated Conservation Plan (CCP), which incorporates all public and private conservation programs
within the Greenway into the first and only comprehensive map and conservation plan for the Hillsborough
River watershed . The HRGTF is honored that its CCP
has served as the role model for Hillsborough County's
Integrated Conservation Process (ICP), a similar effort
on a county-wide scale. The HRGTF is currently working
with Pasco and Polk Counties, and in 1998 will focus its
attention on initiating similar mapping efforts in order to
achieve a truly integrated regional conservation map and
plan.
One major success for the HRGTF CCP which
occurred in 1997, thanks to Hillsborough County's Environmental Lands Acquisition and Protection Program
(ELAPP) and the FL Communities Trust (FCT), was the
acquisition of the 2,000-acre, privately-owned Blackwater Creek Preserve. This land is integral to the upper
Greenway as it establishes an essential east/west corridor of conservation lands from the Green Swamp to the
Hillsborough River via the Cone Ranch. This will protect
Blackwater Creek, the largest tributary system to the
Hillsborough River. Other major land conservation suc-
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cesses in the Greenway are attributed to the Southwest
FL Water Management District's (SWFWMD) successful
fee and less-than-fee land acquisition program.
As the HRGTF moved from advanced planning to
facilitating the implementation of its recommendations, it
has continued to focus more and more on education and
outreach projects in an effort to involve more citizens in
stewardship activities. The HRGTF received the 1997
Governor's Council for Sustainable Florida Environmental Education Award. Selected from a pool of more
than 50 nominees, this prestigious award recognizes the
efforts of individuals, organizations and businesses in
providing effective environmental education programs
throughout the State.
In May 1997, the HRGTF organized the first annual
"A River Runs Through It" event. Sponsored through a
grant from the SWFWMD Hillsborough River Basin
Board, collaborating organizations included the City of
Tampa, the Hillsborough River Interlocal Planning Board
and Nature's Classroom, among many other civic and
environmental groups and individuals. The purposes of
the event were to:
• Celebrate and experience the Hillsborough River with
canoe rides and nature walks;
• Kickoff the City of Tampa's "Drinking Water Week;"
• Officially designate the Hillsborough River State Recreational Canoe Trail; and
• Support Nature's Classroom through proceeds from
refreshment sales.
As part of the HRGTF's ongoing study of environmental indicators to measure the health and
demonstrate the success of efforts to protect the Hillsborough River ecosystem, the Frog Listening Network was
initiated. A collaborative effort with the FL Game and
Fresh Water Fish Commission and a team of local biologists, the goal of the Frog Listening Network is to monitor
the presence or absence of frogs in the Greenway as an
indicator of the system's health. Based on the National
Amphibian Monitoring Network protocol, the network is
comprised of trained citizen volunteers; yet another opportunity for the community to participate in river
protection efforts.
1997 also saw the completion of one of the HRGTF's
original projects and the first team permitting project in
the State, the CF Industries (CFI) Team Permitting Project. CFI is a local phosphate corporation within the
Greenway. In orderto achieve the net ecosystem benefit
necessary to participate in FDEP team permitting, the
HRGTF worked with the company to develop a wetland
and upland restoration program to enhance the Hillsborough River wildlife corridor as part of the consensus
achieved in addressing their proposed phosphogypsum
stack expansion .

A related success was the Plant City Wastewater
reuse project which resulted in the redirection of wastewater effluent from direct discharge into Lake
Thonotosassa to CFI for use in its operations. A true
win/win situation, this project improved Lake Thonotosassa's water quality and enabled CFI to decrease the
amount of groundwater pumping and to restore wetlands
on its property.
Also in 1997, the HRGTF continued to work actively
on issues affecting the Cone Ranch, a 12,000-acre property owned by Hillsborough County and proposed for a
future wellfield. We encouraged and appreciate Hillsborough County's effort in developing an updated land
management plan. The HRGTF served as an active
stakeholder in this process and promotes continued
evaluation of the Sponge Concept, an idea endorsed by
the Hillsborough County Board of County Commissioners and the West Coast Regional Water Supply
Authority. The intent of the Sponge Concept is to determine whether, through wetland restoration, there could
be an increase in the surface water discharge to Blackwater Creek and the Hillsborough River. This WOUld, in
effect, allow a wellfield on the Cone Ranch to be "sustainable" in that water resources would replenish
themselves on a regular basis with minimal environmental impact.
Of major interest to the HRGTF and the surrounding
Tampa Bay community in 1-997 was the Perrier Corporation's announcement that it had applied to the
SWFWMD for an increase in its water withdrawal permit
at Crystal Springs. The HRGTF provided a forum for the
community and the corporation to address a multitude of
issues related to the proposal. As a result of the early
forums, the company decided to collect more data and
conduct scientific studies before moving forward with its
permit application.
In 1997, after several years of research and consensus-building, the HRGTF produced an interim report with
recommendations forthe siting, design and maintenance
of Coordinated Linear Infrastructure Projects (CLIPs),
with the goal of avoidance and minimization of greenway
fragmentation through voluntary, incentive-based programs. In 1998, the HRGTF will conduct a mock team
permitting review, and thanks to support from the FL
Department of Transportation, conduct an economic
analysiS of the incentives necessary for utilities to participate in CLIPs .
The aforementioned are only a sample of the many
issues affecting the Hillsborough River Greenway. The
HRGTF is open to anyone interested in protecting and
preserving the Greenway. For more information on the
HRGTF, or to get involved, contact Heidi McCree or
Susan Wilson at 813-276-8417.
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HILLSBOROUGH RIVER ACTIVITIES
Activities pertaining to the Hillsborough River were
numerous in 1997. They reflected the on-going concern
about this river and others. Many river-related issues
were reviewed , discussed, and acted upon. Some issues remain unresolved and are in the process of being
studied further. Some issues were unexpected and
needed closer examination. The following is a brief
summary of many of those activities and issues.
Hillsborough River Interlocal Planning Board &
Technical Advisory Council - created by Special Act
86-335, carries out their mandate. In 1997, the Hillsborough River Interlocal Planning Board and Technical
Advisory Council (T AC) continued to carry out their legislated functions . The Board and T AC continued to
monitor development and activities in the river corridor
and to make recommendations about management of
the river to the local governmental units and agencies.
The Board and T AC took the lead on river-related projects, responded efficiently to community-driven issues
and explored innovative approaches to managing the
river corridor within, and at times outside of, Hillsborough
County.
Comprehensive/Master Plan Implementation The River Board and T AC were instrumental in the
continuing evolution of the local Comprehensive Plans.
Plan amendments and updates were initiated to streamline the river-related policy statements and to reflect
changing conditions within the Hillsborough River corridor. Comprehensive Plan reviews began in 1996 for
local jurisdictions and continued into 1997. The goal of
revising and refining portions of the local comprehensive
plans directed towards the Hillsborough River's management is to provide guidance with greater clarity as to the
vision for the river and how to achieve it.
Public Access Issues - For yet another year, the
Board and T AC worked towards establishing a public
boat ramp in downtown Tampa. The recommended
alternative boat ramp site is near the North Boulevard
Bridge on the north side of the river. The City took an
Important step by acknowledging the need for a public
boat ramp on this site in redevelopment plans for this
portion of downtown Tampa.
The River Board and T AC's cooperative efforts with
the City of Tampa planning staff and the Hillsborough
County School District were successful in establishing a
nverwalk at the new Blake Magnet School. The school
is located on the southwest side of the river between
North Boulevard and Laurel Street. The BoardfT AC
worked to incorporate public access to the river through
the school's design. The school and riverwalk opened
to the public in August.
Much of the River Board and T AC's efforts in relation
to public access focused on a Hillsborough River Rec-
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reational Trail planning effort directed by the City of
Tampa Parks Department. The Board and TAC adopted
a plan to link up pUblicly-owned or controlled properties
throughout the river corridor, creating an extensive recreational facility that would bring public focus to the river.
This concept was noted and adopted in the 1997
Hillsborough River Master Plan. Further refinement of
the concept was outlined in the Hillsborough River Recreational Trail Study completed by the Planning
Commission in 1994. Most of the facilities that would
comprise the proposed trail are existing streets and
sidewalks, but some needed new links and safety features were listed in the study. As the Parks Department
attempted to move forward with a demonstration area
citizen resistance to the plan became apparent. Neigh~
borhood groups opposed further trail development until
greater public partiCipation in the planning process was
allowed. The Board and T AC, in conjunction with the
Parks Department, worked to resolve the issues
prompted by the trail proposal. For the time being, the
trail planning effort has been postponed indefinitely and
trail-planning efforts will focus on an area in south
Tampa.
. Although this temporary setback for the Hillsborough
River would seemto be disconcerting, there were some
very bright moments and much was learned in the process. This project galvanized citizens and prompted the
creation of the Alliance of South Hillsborough Owners of
Riverside Environs - ASHORE - and sparked active
partiCipation in other neighborhood associations and
groups. In turn these groups, the Board and TAC have
worked to resolve the trail issues and to address other
concernsJelating to the river. This experience has given
clear direction as to how to proceed with river-related
projects in the future and has forged new partnerships
for the future . The River Board and TAC are committed
to developing these valuable working relationships and
to continue to foster community support for the river
Monitoring Activities - The River Board and T AC
have monitored marine craft regulations and worked with
local residents and the Tampa Audubon Society to promote a new speed zone on the Orange Lake inlet of the
Hillsborough River. The primary justifications for the
propo.sal are public safety and protection of nesting bird
coloOies that use the area. Action by Tampa City Council
to formally establish the zone is expected in 1998.
The River BoardfTAC have followed the evolving
concerns regarding Crystal Springs. Crystal Springs is
located north of the Hillsborough County line in Pasco
County. Many concerns were brought to the River Board
and TAC. One concern is a pending permit application
to the Southwest FL Water Management District to allow
a larger quantity of water to be withdrawn from the spring
for commercial use. Another focuses on whether or not
the state has sovereignty of the spring. The question of

legal ownership of the immediately-surrounding lands
has been brought to the Board and TAC. Another issue
is the reduced property tax assessment based on public
access when the property is generally not open to the
public (as it was historically) . The Board and TAC have
been directing questions to the appropriate state and
local officials in an effort to resolve these issues. Monitoring will continue .
The River BoardfTAC participated in the development of the state-mandated Minimum Flows and Levels
for the lower Hillsborough River. This project is directed
by legislation to be carried out by the Southwest FL
Water Management District. The River Board and TAC
followed the process taken by the advisory group headed
by the Tampa Bay National Estuary Program to develop
recommendations regarding minimum flows. The TAC
coordinated with the City of Tampa Water Department in
securing information for its review of data and methodologies used to arrive at the initial proposal. Rule
development by the District was monitored and comments offered. The peer review phase of the process is
underway and will be monitored into 1998.
The River Board and T AC carried out a number of
development reviews that ranged in size and scope from
single family dock requests to major, large-scale, urban
development. One plan in particular stood out as an
example of how the River Board and T AC safeguard the
river. A proposal to use a site along the river in Temple
Terrace for a Wal-Mart met with objections from the River
Board and T AC. These objections were supported and
expanded upon by citizens living in the area. Temple
Terrace City Council rejected the proposed use but left
the door open for further discussions and consideration
in the future.
Efforts to initiate the first phases of the Tampa Water
Resource Recovery Project began in 1996. This project
continues today and proposes to re-use highly treated
wastewater as a supplement to the City's potable water
supply in the river. This project will take a number of
years to implement and will be monitored as the project
goes through each phase .
In support of the River Board and TAC, the River
Hotline was staffed throughout the year and six issues of
River News were published and distributed. These functions are provided by Planning Commission staff and
disseminate monitoring information to the public.
Cooperative Partnerships - The River BoardfT AC
have been actively participating with other groups and
agencies in planning partnerships. These groups address basin-wide concerns, encompassing the
ecosystem of the river and surrounding areas. The River
Board and T AC hopes its contribution to these efforts
help to provide additional insight of the factors and forces
beyond the River BoardfTAC's legislative mandate.

In November the City of Tampa held the tenth annual
Mayor's Hillsborough River and Waterway Clean-up.
This event resulted in several tons of trash and debris
being removed from the river and its banks. This annual
event attracted nearly 1,000 participants. The River
Board and T AC support the City's efforts to stage this
annual event, which benefits the river and raises environmental awareness in the community. For more
information contact Alan Wright, 813-272-5940.

REESTABLISHMENT OF SEAGRASS
MEADOWS IN HILLSBOROUGH BAY
Seagrass coverage in Tampa Bay has expanded in
the past decade and this trend has been attributed to
improvements in water quality. Hillsborough Bay, considered to be the most polluted section of Tampa Bay, is
one portion of the bay where seagrass revegetation may
be most visible.
Alteration of seagrass habitat and degraded water
quality resulted in the loss of nearly all seagrass in
Hillsborough Bay by 1980. However, management actions reduced nutrient loading to the bay, and
improvements in Hillsborough Bay water quality began
in the early 1980s. Concurrent with improving water
quality, seagrass started to revegetate areas near southern Hillsborough Bay.
The City of Tampa Bay Group (BSG) began monitoring seagrass in Hillsborough Bay in 1986. In the initial
Figure 1
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seagrass survey the BSG found nearly 2,000m 2 of shoalgrass , Halodule wrightii. Seagrass surveys conducted
in 1989 and 1991-1997 (Figure 1) found a substantial
increase in shoalgrass coverage with each survey. In
1997, about 556,OOOm 2 of H. wrightii was reported in
Hillsborough Bay.
Several areas of Hillsborough Bay (Figure 2) have
been rapidly revegetated by H. wrightii. For example, in
the Kitchen , an area in the southeastern portion Hillsborough Bay, seagrass coveraJ1e increased from 1,300m2
in 1986 to about 400,OOOm in 1997. Just north of this
H. wrightii meadow, on the flats between the Kitchen and
Bullfrog Creek, the BSG noted hundreds of new H.
wrightii patches developing in the past few years. The
patchy seagrass in this area has begun to coalesce and
should rapidly develop into a major seagrass meadow.
In addition, seagrass coverage in southwestern Hillsborough Bay, from Catfish Point to Ballast Point, expanded
from 140m2 in 1986 to nearly 122,000m2 in 1997. Seagrass coverage north of Ballast Point has been sparse
but new coverage continues to develop. Several new
patches of H. wrightii were documented nearly three
Figure 2
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miles north of Ballast Point, possibly the first seagrass
seen in this area in more than 35 years. Finally, H.
wrightii coverage on the shallow flats between the Alafia
River and Pendola Point increased from 2,500m2 in 1996
to nearly 17,000m2 by 1997.
In 1987, the BSG transplanted about 13m2 of H.
wrightii into several intertidal and shallow subtidal areas
of Hillsborough Bay. Transplant coverage reached
1,200m 2 in 1992. However, following 1992, transplant
coverage has been difficult to assess due to the coalition
with areas of natural H. wrightii. Transplants enhanced
the rate of recolonization in areas of sparse seagrass
coverage and provided material to facilitate growth in
areas lacking seagrass.
H. wrightii coverage in Hillsborough Bay has continued to increase each year since 1986, apparently in
response to improving water quality. Several areas of
the bay which had little or no seagrass coverage one
decade ago now support sizable stands of shoalgrass.
Forfurther information contact Walt Avery, City of Tampa
Bay Study Group, 813-247-3451.

ACID SPILL ON THE ALAFIA
Sunday, December 7, 1997 about 50 million gallons
of waste phosphoric acid (1 %) broke loose from Mulberry
Phosphates Inc. and made its way into the north prong
of the Alafia River. By Monday morning 10 miles of river
- 7 in Polk and 3 in Hillsborough -experienced acid levels
(pH) in the range of 2 to 3. Most life (fish, plankton ,
benthic fauna, algae, mussels, barnacles, eels, vegetation, etc.) cannot live in water of pH below 4. State water
quality standards indicate that the pH shall not be less
than 6.0. It took five days before the pH in the river
started to get back up to about pH 6.7 (near neutral).
Needless to say, everything except turtles and birds
appear to have perished from 1-75 upstream and seven
miles into Polk County. From 1-75 to the bay is a tidal
area where the fresh water and the salt water meet. The
salt water has a great buffering capacity and helped to
rapidly neutralize the acidic water. Between 1-75 and U.
S. 41, we only lost about 90% of the fish due to this
neutralization effect and the fact that the fresh water
floated over the higher density marine waters! Some fish
survived because they stayed near the bottom in the
marine water, where a pH of about 8.0 was maintained.
The FL Dept. of Environmental Protection (FDEP),
the Environmental Protection Commission of Hillsborough County (EPC), the FL Marine Research Institute
(FMRI), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and others acted swiftly to monitor the
situation and issue warnings, then coordinated closely
with one another. As is usual, the incident came at a
relatively bad time because of the rapidly approaching
Christmas holidays. For example, EPC's environmental

monitoring and lab staff usually double up on their
monthly routine surface water monitoring during the first
two weeks of December. This meant that EPC was short
of people and equipment for a few days after the spill.
Staff still managed to do a great deal of sampling at the
right time. We knew exactly where the bad water was at
all times and when the crisis was past. This is not an
easy task in a river 37 miles long.
The next few months following this spill will be very
interesting , as agencies like FDEP , the Game and Fresh
Water Fish Commission, NOAA, FMRI, EPC, U.S. Fish
& Wildlife Service, and others attempt to assess shortand long-range damage to the ecosystem. Another important outcome of this incident, that has already started
as a result of Agency on Bay Management action, are
changes to FDEP rules that regulate both new and old
gypsum stacks. Restoration will be the new big subject
for the next few years as the agencies figure out how to
bring the Alafia River back to life. For more information
contact Tom Cardinale, 813-272-5960.

SURFACE WATER QUALITY MONITORING
by the ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
COMMISSION OF HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY
The legislative act that creates and gives legal standing to the Environmental Protection Commission (EPC)
of Hillsborough County mandates that the quality of the
area's surface waters be monitored. Accordingly, the
EPC continues to monitor an array of water quality
parameters in the four largest segments of Tampa Bay
'
and its tributaries in Hillsborough County.
The monitoring program began in 1972 and has
developed one of the largest continuous databases for
any estuary in the country. Water samples are collected
monthly from 52 stations in Tampa Bay and from 40
stations in the various tributaries. The database documents the status of water quality in the surface waters
and identifies areas of pollution impact. The findings of
the water quality monitoring program are presented in a
triennial report.
EPC's data indicate that during the 1980s, water
quality in Tampa Bay, especially in those areas most
degraded, i.e. Hillsborough Bay, improved with respect
to most parameters. The graphs below reflect these
changes. The water quality index (WQI) graph represents a generalized way to describe the water quality in
Tampa Bay. The WQI is an aggregate of several key
parameters; higher points indicate better water quality.
The level of nitrogen is one of the major components of
a balanced, viable estuary, and is one of the key parameters for the WQI. Unfortunately, the values for nitrogen
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in the early part of the data set are dubious, consequently
the time frame for the WQI graph begins with 1981.
Another important consideration in the health and
viability of an estuary centers around phytoplankton, the
microscopic algae. Phytoplankton is the basis of the
food web. However, because these plants have short life
cycles and can respond quickly to changes in environmental conditions, they may "upset the balance of
nature" by over-proliferating. Chlorophyll-A is an indirect
measure of phytoplankton. The chlorophyll-A graph
shows that in the 1970s much of Tampa Bay, and
especially Hillsborough Bay, had elevated levels indicating excessive phytoplankton. Since the mid 1980s, the
chlorophyll-A levels have been declining and the various
subsections of the Bay have more balanced and comparable values.
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With the better management of point source pollution
and actual elimination of some discharges, stormwater
runoff has become a more influential aspect of water
quality. This is important to keep in mind when reviewing
the graphs associated with this article. In the early part
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of this decade, while the region suffered several years of
severe drought, water quality in Tampa Bay was the best
that EPC had ever measured . However, wetter conditions returned to the area : more than 47 inches of rain
fell in 1994 and even greater annual rainfall has been
recorded in the following years . Not surprising, water
quality in 1994 and 1995 was generally depressed compared to previous years . In 1997, nearly 68 inches of
rain fell, making it was one of the wettest years on record.
Curiously, many water quality indicators did not decline
to the extent recorded in 1994.
The difference in water quality response of these two
years probably lies in loading rates or upland "flushing
effects ." That is, after several years of drought, nutrients
had accumulated in the uplands. The increased rain of
1994 resulted in more stormwater runoff and freshwater
discharge sufficient to rapidly flush these nutrients in
"bulk" into the Bay. Subsequently, wetter conditions
have not allowed nutrients to build-up, so actual loading
rates have probably declined although the freshwater
discharge rate to the Bay remains higher than normal.
This phenomenon is further illustrated anecdotally by the
Bay's response to the 15.5 inches of rain that fell in
December 1997. Not surprisingly, the water in all segments of the Bay became much less clear. However, the
change was caused by an increase in color, i.e. tannic
acid . Though a substantial increase in phytoplankton (as
indicated by chlorophyll-A) was expected, it has not been
measured. Of course, cooler water temperature and
reduced sunlight also mitigate chlorophyll levels. Currently the report, Surface Water Quality. 1992-1994, is
avai lable from EPC. The next Surface Water Quality
report will cover the findings of 1995 through 1997; it
shou ld be available in the spring of 1998. The report is
distributed at no charge to elected government officials ,
related governmental entities, the public libraries and the
academic community. The report is available to private
and commercial groups for the cost of printing, tax and
postage . To receive a copy of the report, contact EPC's
Monitoring/Analysis Department at 1900 9th Avenue,
Tampa, FL 33605; by phone at 813-272-5960; or by FAX
at 813-272-5157.

C-BUG CONTINUES ENVIRONMENTAL CPR
WITHIN THE COCKROACH BAY AQUATIC
PRESERVE
The Cockroach Bay Users Group (C-BUG), continues to advocate Environmental Conservation ,
Prese rvation and Restoration (CPR) within the Cockroach Bay Aquatic Preserve. The preserve of 8,500
ac res was established 20 years ago. It extends from the
Hillsborough/Manatee County line north to the Little
Manatee River, upriver to U. S. 301 , and west into Tampa
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Bay approximately 2,000 feet from shore. There are flats
throughout the area which support seagrasses.
C-BUG was originally formed to protect the environment within the preserve:
• To maintain and improve the environment of the Cockroach Bay Aquatic Preserve through a wide variety of
educational programs.
• Assist other organizations in developing programs to
restore seagrass areas that are damaged.
• Develop programs similar to a "neighborhood watch"
to report incidents and individuals that damage the
area to law enforcement authorities.
• Oppose any activities that could cause the loss of the
historic and traditional uses of the preserve.
The formation of this unique group of more than 215
members is an excellent example of citizen involvement
in tasks usually delegated to government, their agencies,
and committees. C-BUG has, of late, extended this
focus to include reasonable manatee protection guidelines.
The two major 1997 grant projects got underway
quickly: Marker Buoys and Launch Ramp Informational
Centers.
The first project - the placement of 25 marker buoys
in Tampa Bay along the western boundary of the Aquatic
Preserve - has been completed. These buoys serve as
an announcement to boaters of the shallow seagrass
flats within this area. Spaced 2,500 feet apart, the buoys
span five miles, from just south of the mouth of the Little
Manatee River to the Manatee County line. It is planned
to add M?natee area alerts to the top side of the buoys
during 1998.
The second project - creation of seven Informational
Centers at main access ramps to the Aquatic Preserve is nearing completion. These centers contain tide
charts, fishery restrictions, seagrass details , depth
charts, and safe-boating information. To date, five centers have been located at the end of Cockroach Bay
Road, Bahia Beach Marina, E.G . Simmons County Park,
Wildcat Creek Park, and Domino Boat Ramp. The two
remaining will be placed at Ruskin Commongood Park
(off U.S. 41) and Shell Point Marina. During the year
new long lasting panels were installed on all of the
centers.
A Boater's Guide to the Little Manatee River is in the
late stages of development. Aerial photos of the river
portion of the Aquatic Preserve have been translated into
a "working" line chart, which permitted actual water depth
soundings of the river to be taken. The center line of the
channel has been identified.
C-BUG learned that there is a lack of commerciallyavailable seagrass for transplanting into damaged areas
of the bay. As a result Jim Anderson started a "replanting

of seagrass" project in Cockroach Bay; successful but
very labor-intensive. He then turned his attention to
fertilizing the grass beds and prop scars in a more
efficient manner. The outcome was a break-through on
which he filed a patent application. The U.S. Patent will
be issued early in 1998. He has demonstrated the
effectiveness of the invention throughout Florida.
More than 3,000 copies of the "Boater's Guide to
Cockroach Bay" were distributed free of charge in 1997.
The guide describes the specific locations of sensitive
seagrasses, water depths, passes, and fishing holes in
the Cockroach Bay portion of the Aquatic Preserve.
Additional funding is now required to reprint this handy
navigational aid. Interested underwriters such as local
bait and boating shops and marinas might step forward
on this opportunity to spread the good word.
C-BUG members
were
invited to partici. ~-:
pate
in the Manatee
BOATER·S
GUIDE To
Protection Strategies
Task Force survey of
manatee use and important
locations
throughout Tampa Bay.
C-BUG proposed a detailed, all-voluntary
compliance proposal
for the Cockroach Bay
and Little Manatee
River areas, which was
approved by its membership and endorsed
by hundreds of the public. The Task Forcl'l
proposed to designate
a slow-speed protection zone from the shoreline to the
six-foot contour on the outer edge of Little Cockroach
Bay and Cockroach Bay. This larger area extends beyond the Aquatic Preserve boundary into the open
waters of Tampa Bay, and could require relocation of the
seagrass buoy line. It includes areas of no manatee
sightings or seagrass beds, but does permit easier law
enforcement. The Task Force proposal was rejected by
the C-BUG membership.
The Ruskin Chamber of Commerce invited C-BUG to
participate in the November Ruskin Seafood Festiv~1
Boat Show. Marine exhibits and contests were great In
attracting attention to area activities and our work:
Recreational and commercial fishermen, birders,
educators, environmentalists, boaters, and lovers of the
great Florida outdoors are welcome to join ~.-BUG.
There is a great variety of volunteer opportunities for
everyone to become a winner: the Environment, the
County and You! Membership is $10 per year, and
includes an attractive C-BUG boat decal, cap or 10-foot

Cockroach
Bay

push pole. For more details or membership in C-BUG,
contact Charlie Feldschau, 813-634-5592.

C.A.P.M.A.T.
The Cockroach Bay Aquatic Preserve Management
Advisory Team (CAPMAT) was established by the
Hillsborough County Board of County Commissioners
(Board) in 1993 to advise the Board on issues affecting
the preservation and management of the Cockroach Bay
Aquatic Preserve. The 26 Board-appointed members of
CAP MAT represent a diverse group of environmental,
governmental, civic, landowner, business, and recreational interests.
The major issue of focus for CAPMAT during 1997
was overseeing the development of a management plan
for CAPMAT's identified "Area of Concern." When
formed, CAP MAT was charged with identifying the specific area of likely impact on the Aquatic Preserve, to be
known as the "Area of Concern," based on a review of
the boundaries of the Aquatic Preserve, the Little Manatee River watershed, and drainage basins which
discharge to Cockroach Bay and the Aquatic Preserve.
The "Area of Concern," as identified by CAPMAT, includes the Aquatic Preserve, the Little Manatee River
and its associated watershed (see Map). CAPMAT determined that the existing Aquatic Preserve
management plan needed to be updated and that the
focus of the new management plan should be expanded
to include the rest of the "Area of Concern" because
activities outside of the Aquatic Preserve have an impact
upon the environmental quality of the Preserve.
Working through the Southwest FL Water Management District's Surface Water Improvement &
Management (SWIM) program, CAPMAT obtained funding in December 1996 from the Tampa Port Authority's
Sovereign Lands Management Programforthe management plan. An environmental consultant was hired in
early 1997 to prepare the management plan. CAP MAT
has served as the primary advisory/review entity for the
consultant because its membership represents such a
diverse group of public and private interests. During
1997 CAP MAT conducted a number of field visits to
identify and discuss management plan issues and held
a public meeting in Ruskin to obtain additional local
public input/suggestions about issues to be .addressed
in the management plan. It is intended that this management plan will guide the management activities of the
numerous public agencies with regulatory authority in the
"Area of Concern," and hopefully to guide the activities
of other applicable individuals and organizations. The
final draft of the management plan is scheduled to be
completed in late January or early February 1998.
In addition to the efforts associated with development
of the management plan, CAP MAT continued its focus
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on ongoing issues and programs affecting the preservation , management and use of the natural resources
within the "Area of Concern," including: seagrass prop
scarring ; reviewing and commenting on existing and
proposed land use activities ; developing a navigational
aides map for the Little Manatee River; and manatee
protection strategies . For more information contact
Brian Grady, 813-272-5920.

ARTIFICIAL REEF PROGRAM of the ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION COMMISSION
OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
The Artificial Reef Program continued to add reef
materials to two of its reefs in Tampa Bay during 1997.
The Port Tampa Reef, just south of the Gandy bridge
near Picnic Island, received some concrete pilings and
rubble compliments of Misener Marine in Tampa. This
material was added to the reef's center and has significantly enhanced the complexity of that portion of the reef.
Additional concrete materials were also added to the
Bahia Beach Reef, just offshore of the E.G. Simmons
Park and Shell Point area. These materials were donated by Interbay Marine and were placed in the
eastern-central portion of the reef area.
Detailed mapping of each reef during 1997 has also
given the reef program staff a better picture of each area
and where future material deployments might be most
needed. By utilizing GPS technology coupled with Sonar
scanning, each reef was painstakingly graphed to produce a grid map which includes each component of the
reef and its corresponding latitude and longitude. This
system provides valuable management information, not
only for our staff, but also for permit compliance monitoring staff at the state and federal levels.
Additionally, the "Artificial Reef Program" brochure
underwent a face-lift in 1997. This popular handout now
has even more information on the program, how to fish
the reefs and how to be a responsible fishing enthusiast.
Thousands of these brochures are distributed each year;
and now that they include new GPS coordinates, they
don't stay on the shelves very long!
For more information on the Artificial Reef Program
or to request a brochure or a guest speaker for your next
club meeting, contact Tom Ash, 813-272-5960.

HABITAT RESTORATION AT TECO'S PORT
MANATEE SITE
The Tampa Bay terrestrial ecosystem has been
greatly influenced and degraded by the spread of Brazilian pepper and Melaleuca. State-wide, thousands of
acres of terrestrial habitat have been lost to the monocul-
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ture created when Brazilian pepper and/or Melaleuca
out-compete native vegetation. These species were
introduced into Florida without any of their natural predators (things that may eat leaves or damage bark).
Because they are naturally fast-growing species and
have no predators, the trees can grow faster and compete for space and nutrients better than most native
plants.
Recovery of ecosystems destroyed by the takeover
of these exotic species has rarely been attempted. Sufficient funds are not usually available to public land
managers for the manpower, machinery and chemicals
necessary to eradicate these exotic species and reestablish the native habitat. However, Tampa Electric
Company is actively returning an ecosystem overrun by
Brazilian pepper and Melaleuca to its natural state on its
land just north of Port Manatee. Forthe last ten summers
dedicated teachers, students, and TECO scientists have
been eradicating the trees from the 2,700-acre site .
The Port Manatee site is a coastal zone on the shores
of Cockroach Bay. Ten years ago, when the project
began, the site was surveyed for dominant vegetation.
A detailed census of vegetation waist high and more than
one inch in diameter was conducted over 14 acres of
coastal uplands. The original survey showed two adjoining monocultures (a forest made up exclusively of one
species): Brazilian pepper in one nine-acre portion and
Melaleuca in the remaining five-acre portion . This
monoculture of a foreign plant species reduces the habitat's ability to support native wildlife and the habitat
becomes a dead zone.
A manual clearing effort was conducted in the study
site the first summer. At the end of the six-week term the
team had eradicated one acre of peppers. That fall and
the following summer heavy equipment was brought in
to speed the eradication process. Many acres of habitat
were cleared with two large machines, a Brown Bear and
a Hydroax. Clearing the land opened up the forest floor
to light for the first time in many years. With the floor
open, the seed bank in the ground began to grow.
Unfortunately, for many years the only plant depositing
seed was the Brazilian pepper. The result was a neverending sea of pepper seedlings. Brazilian pepper
seedlings tend to grow so thick along the ground that they
appear to form a lush green carpet, affectionately called
a pepper bed.
The restoration effort in the third and subsequent
years has been a combination of replanting and chemical
management of the habitat. High school teachers and
their students from local school districts have worked in
conjunction with TECO scientists and private environmental consulting firms to maintain control of the
Brazilian pepper and Melaleuca. Two methods have
been attempted to return native vegetation to the study
site. In the early years of the project, native vegetation
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was replanted in areas cleared by machine and chemical
application . The second method was to allow native
vegetation to naturally return to the site while all non-native vegetation was chemically eradicated by a summer
work crew of hot and sweaty teachers and students.
In the project's ninth summer it was time to return to
the original survey site to assess the progress of the
project. For Biology teacher Roland Jones, of Robinson
High School, the difference in the habitat is very easy to
see . Roland has been with the project all nine summers.
He tells of the first summer when the road to the study
site was so overgrown with pepper trees that the team
had to machete their way to the study site . For those of
us not privileged enough to see the project first hand, we
turn to the survey map of the study site. The overall site
map shows hundreds of acres of solid Brazilian pepper.
The 1996 summer team did a comparison survey
over the 14-acre site. The team did a detailed survey ,of
vegetation waist high and one inch in diameter. They
also counted significant areas of ground cover. The
study was done by measuring 100-foot square grids of
the coastal upland. The teachers taught the students to
identify the plant material and detailed counts were conducted. In all, the team surveyed 56 plots, each about
100 square feet in size.
Many of the plots showed no Brazilian pepper or
Melaleuca, but some plots did show a few seedling
peppers. Almost exclusively these peppers occurred
under larger native trees. This led the team to conclude
that the seedlings are sprouting from bird droppings.
The plant species that have replaced the peppers as
the dominant vegetative cover include saw palmetto,
milkweed , sedges, cordgrass, salt myrtle, wax myrtle,
sumac, and small oaks. All of these plants are indicators
of an early successional stage . Due to the fact that the
study site is in an early successional stage, additional
surveys will be conducted to determine the project's
success. Early results are very promising. For additional information contact Walter Plaag, 813-630-7388.

Port Manatee recently purchased approximately 412
acres of coastal habitat, which will provide several unique
opportunities for the port and for the citizens of Manatee
County. The property, known as the Hendry Tract, was
severely impacted in 1968 when a portion of the land was
damaged by a spill of dredged sediments. By purchasing this property, the Manatee County Port Authority
recognized an opportunity for not only the Port but for
restoration and preservation of valuable coastal habitats.
In a proactive mode, they appointed the Port Manatee
Hendry Tract Land Management Advisory Committee,
comprising a broad cross-section of county citizens and
ex officio members, to formulate recommendations on
the development, management, mitigation, and preservation of the land.

In the later part of 1997 the Committee invited input
from regulatory agencies, the School Board , and other
groups in an attempt to develop recommendations. The
property provides numerous opportunities for education,
recreational and public use, as well as restoration and
mitigation. The Committee has encouraged cooperation
between the Manatee County Port Authority and other
agenc ies, including local County School Boards,
SWFWMD and FDEP, to assure coordination with other
similar public facilities in this region. Some of the opportunities considered include interpretive trails into various
habitats, learning sites and/or classrooms along the
trails, development of project-based educational opportunities for local and visiting students, and preservation
and management of pristine coastal habitats. When
these recommendations are formalized, they will be
brought back to the Port Authority for consideration. For
additional information contact Bill Tiffany, 941-722-6621 .
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NPDES MS4 PERMIT RECEIVED BY MANATEE
COUNTY - The Environmental Management Department (EMD) will be coordinating the US Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA) National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4) permit issued to Manatee County
in 1997. This permit requires that MS4 operators conduct stormwater monitoring to establish event mean
concentrations, identify sources and impacts of pollutants, and determine the effectiveness of stormwater
management program elements. The monitoring system approved for use in this project is the (Southwest)
Regional Ambient Monitoring Program (RAMP), a
unique ambient water quality monitoring program coordinated through the Tampa Bay National Estuary
Program (TBNEP) with the Water Quality Division of the
EMD. RAMP effectively solves the problem of nonshareable data produced by various local programs by
offering a protocol that generates a shareable database,
sampling design and uniform methods - allowing for
widespread shareability of data across jurisdictional
boundaries.
BENTHIC WATER QUALITY MONITORING PRO·
GRAM - EMD continued into the fifth year of its annual
synoptic Benthic Water Quality Monitoring Assessment
for Manatee County. This TBNEP-initiated program involves collection of bottom-dwelling estuarine
invertebrates, by boat, at 22 different stations in the
Manatee River and Terra Ceia Bay. The invertebrates
sampled are then assessed under a microscope. This
year sediments were also sampled a~d .a~~ly.zed for
metals and toxics in an expanded sampling Initiative, and
bioassays were done at selected stations.
The Assessment provides an excellent indicator of
water and sediment quality. Monitoring of invertebrate
communities for signs of chronic pollution shows living
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resource impacts directly, without the need to translate
from physical environmental measurements to estimates
of biological impact. The results are used as long-term
trend indicators.
EVERS RESERVOIR WATERSHED MONITORING
This project, a joint study of Evers Reservoir Watershed
water quality performed by Manatee County and the US
Geological Survey (USGS) since 1988, continued
through 1997, providing a valuable look at long-term
water quality changes in the watershed . This monitoring
is important because the Evers Reservoir supplies potable water to the City of Bradenton - although the
watershed itself lies in a developing part of Manatee
County.
The data from five years of hydrologic sampling from
Evers watershed monitoring stations resulted in the first
of two USGS Reports in 1997: Hydrologic Description
of the Braden River Watershed , West-Central Florida
(Open File Report 96-634). This report was prepared by
the USGS in cooperation with the Manatee County EMD,
the City of Bradenton Public Works Department, and the
Southwest FL Water Management District (SWFWMD).
It provides a general hydrologiC description of the .wat.ershed, identifies ground- and surface-water contnbut~on
of flow to the Braden River, describes the data collection
network established to monitor surface drainage in the
Braden watershed, and presents results of a preliminary
investigation to measure streamflow at the Ward Lake
Outfall.
ARTIFICIAL REEFS IN TAMPA BA Y - Since assuming responsibility for Manatee County's Artificial Reef
Program in October 1995, EMD has worked to expand
projects to include Tampa Bay reef sites as well as those
in the Gulf of Mexico. The program is growing from the
need to increase and enhance recreational fishing and
diving while creating and restoring marine habitat lost to
development. It's wonderful to watch nature take over
within days after dropping non-threatening materials into
environmentally-appropriate areas. Organisms attach
themselves to the man-made reefs and start to grow -just
as they would in a natural reef. As they attract small fish,
a food chain is created.
The Artificial Reef Task Force is currently reviewing
opportunities for artificial reef sites in lower Tampa Bay.
These reefs would be lower relief structures geared to
provide juvenile fish habitat - enhancing the experiences
of sport-fishing anglers.
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVIEW - EMD's Natural
Resources Division, as a participant on the Manatee
County Development Review Committee, conducts environmental reviews of all public hearing items such as
rezones, plan development approvals and special and
administrative permits, and all final site plans in Manatee
County. These environmental reviews help maintain
and protect Manatee County's biological diversity as land

management and protection of wetlands, endangered
species and natural habitats are emphasized.
Working with Manatee County's Planning Department, EMD provided basic data and technical support for
the evaluation of the environmental elements of Manatee
County's Comprehensive Plan Evaluation and Appraisal
Report (EAR). Approval by the Manatee County Board
of County Commissioners is anticipated in early 1998.
Important water goals were especially detailed in the
EAR . The success of existing Comprehensive Plan
policies can be evaluated by analyzing historical water
quality data available from the Evers Reservoir Watershed Project. As a result, EMD was able to suggest ways
to improve the Comprehensive Plan, including improved
technical methods to verify whether or not goals are met.
Among suggestions made were proposed changes in
wetland protection policies to reflect more emphasis on
ecosystem management approaches to mitigation, and
changes in measuring water quality degradation within
watershed boundaries.

ATMOSPHERIC DEPOSITION STUDY - EMD continued data collection for an atmospheric deposition
study sponsored by the FL Dept. of Transportation to
assess the relationship between atmospheric deposition
and stormwater quality in the Tampa Bay watershed.
Data collection is expected to be completed early in
1998. EMD's Air Quality Division also began preparing
for a new nitrogen oxide continuous-monitoring site
which will act as a research point for NOx evaluation level
studies.
Atmospheric deposition of materials has been increasingly recognized as a significant pathway for the
addition of both nutrients and toxic materials to the
environment. In the Tampa Bay area, atmospheric
deposition has been estimated to be a major contributor
of nutrient and toxic material loadings directly to the Bay's
surface. For more information contact Karen CollinsFlemming, 941 -742-5980.
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AGENCY ON BAY MANAGEMENT
The Agency on Bay Management (ABM) was chaired
by Ms . .Barbara Rom~no, Tampa Bay Regional Planning
Council Gu.b ernatonal Appointee from Hillsborough
County, dUring 1997. The Agency is the natural resources committee of the Tampa Bay Regional Planning
Council. It continued to play an active role in the protection and management of the region's natural resources
particularly its coastal and marine resources and th~
Tampa Bay estuary. In 1997 many issues and activities
were discussed by the Agency, either because they were
brought to the Agency's attention by an interested party
or a government agency, or because the Agency members were curious or concerned about a particular item.
Presentations from various entities regarding these were
made to the full Agency, the Natural Resources/Environmental Impact Review Committee, the Habitat
Restoration Subcommittee, or the Executive Steering
Committee. The Agency's responses ranged from none
to formal recommendations sent to agency heads, legislators, or the Governor and Cabinet. The broad
spectrum of interests represented on the Agency ensured a well-balanced discussion and Agency action.
Among the wide variety of issues addressed were:
• Study of restoration possibilities for the Palm River '
• Revision of Rule 18-20, FL Administrative Code, concerning the Bay's Aquatic Preserves
• Extension of the Penny for Pinellas tax
• Roles of the Agency on Bay Management and the
Tampa Bay National Estuary Program; similarities
and differences
• Industrial/Agricultural Exchange project (water supply) of the West Coast Regional Water Supply Authority
• Florida Power & Light Company's proposal to burn
Orimulsion at its Manatee plant, an update on project
revisions
• The role of the Environmental Protection Commission
of Hillsborough County in wetland protection
• Proposal for State acquisition of the Terra Ceia tract
in Manatee County. A letter of support was sent, and
staff partiCipated in the public hearing; the result of
which was to raise the rank of the project to almost
certain funding
• Hillsborough County Board of County Commissioners' funding of the Environmental Lands Acquisition

and Protection program to the level approved by
County voters
• Support for the Interlocal Agreement for the implementation of the Comprehensive Conservation and
Management Plan for Tampa Bay
• Spill of highly-acidic process water by the Mulberry
Phosphate Company into the Alafia River; construction and monitoring standards for phosphogypsum
stacks
Large-scale projects which the Agency undertook
during 1997, and which will have far-reaching effects
throughout the region, are:
• Development of Manatee protection strategies,
through creation of a Task Force and Bay-wide cooperation, at the request of the Tampa Bay National
Estuary Program. The various commercial and recreational interests around the Bay that have information or may be impacted by certain protection
measures were invited to participate. The strategies
possible range from regulated closures, to voluntary
slow-speed zones, to public education efforts. Tangential issues have also been discussed, raising the
awareness of many citizens about activities on the
Bay and their potential effects on manatees. The staff
of the FL Marine Research Institute has provided data
and natural history information to explain the status
and needs of manatees in Tampa Bay.
• Reducing the adverse impact of off-road vehicle access to the Tampa Bay shoreline, through an ABM
Work Group, also at the request of the Tampa Bay
National Estuary Program. Recommendations were
presented to the Pinellas County Commission and the
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council; approved and
forwarded to the FL Department of Transportation,
District Seven for its consideration.
• Mitigation criteria for use in achieving the habitat
restoration goals of the Comprehensive Conservation
and Management Plan, also at the request of the
Tampa Bay National Estuary Program. A Working
Group reviewed existing regional, state and federal
rules concerning mitigation for allowable wetland impacts, and drafted recommendations for modifying
these to encourage restoration of estuarine sites and
improve the success of such restoration efforts. Another part of the effort involves preparation of a map
showing sites around the Bay that are suitable for
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restoration. This information will be made available to
permitting agencies and the general public.
On behalf of the Agency on Bay Management and the
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council, staff served on
many committees involved with many environmental
issues around the region , including: the Hillsborough
River Greenways Task Force, the TBNEP Technical
Advisory Committee, the Cockroach Bay Aquatic Preserve Management Advisory Team, the Regional
Greenways Task Force, the West Central FL Air Quality
Coordinating Committee, the Hillsborough River Interlocal Planning Board's Technical Advisory Council, the
Tampa Bay Harbor Safety Committee, the Migratory Bird
Protection Committee, and the Springs Coast Ecosystem Management Team.
The Agency maintains a broad-based membership
reflecting the variety of natural features, local governments, commercial and industrial activities, and public
expectations around the Bay. It provides the forum for
discussing issues and opportunities facing this most
recognizable and important feature of the Tampa Bay
region . For more information contact Suzanne Cooper,
813-577-5151 Ext. 240.

S.W.LM.
Tampa Bay was identified as a priority in the 1987
Surface Water Improvement and Management (SWIM)
legislation and remains at the top of the Southwest FL
Water Management District's SWIM priority list. The
District's focus for Tampa Bay has been to implement
physical restoration projects (primarily habitat restoration
and stormwater retrofit projects) to improve water quality
and natural systems of the bay.
Urban Stormwater Improvement - The SWIM
stormwater quality improvement initiative for Tampa Bay
continues, with the completion of a total of 12 stormwater
rehabilitation and/or demonstration projects and an additional16 cooperative stormwater rehabilitation projects
either in the planning stage, under design, or under
construction with eight different cooperators. The majority of these projects are being funded with SWIM Trust
Fund dollars; however, several of the projects are funded
100 percent by the involved Basin Board through the
District's Cooperative Funding Program. Significant examples of stormwater retrofit projects include:
Haynsworth Tract Regional Storm water ManagementlTreatment Facility - The District entered into a
cooperative agreement with Pinellas County for the design , construction , operation and maintenance of a
regional stormwater treatment facility on the Haynsworth
Tract in east central Pinellas County. The Haynsworth
Tract was the District's first purchase under the state's
Save Our Rivers Program in 1982, and is located adja-
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cent to property previously acquired by the District in the
mid-1970s for water management purposes. Pinellas
County currently operates a park (Sawgrass Lake Park)
on the District's property, and the County School Board
operates an environmental education program at the
John Anderson Environmental Education Center located
at the park.
The proposed project will construct a regional stormwater treatment facility capable of totally retrofitting the
entire contributing drainage basin (424 acres) in accordance with current District stormwater treatment criteria
for new development. The project will divert and treat
stormwater runoff originating from a highly-urbanized
basin, the majority of which was developed prior to the
implementation of Chapters 17-25 and 400-4(40),
F.A.C. in 1982 and 1984, respectively.
The construction of the project will occur in two separate contracts: 1) a site work contract which includes site
preparation, earthwork, and control structures; and 2) a
planting contract which includes the planting of littoral
vegetation in the pond and upland planting adjacent to
the pond. The site work contract was awarded by Pinellas County in the fall of 1997 in the amount of $741,000,
and is scheduled to be complete in October 1998. Once
the site work is accepted by the County, the notice to
proceed with the planting contract will be issued. The
planting contract should be accomplished within 60 days,
at an estimated cost of $100,000-$150,000.
Regional Alum Treatment Stormwater Retrofit
Project in the East Lake Watershed -The District entered into a cooperative agreement with Hillsborough
County to design and construct a regional stormwater
treatment facility, using alum technology, within the East
Lake watershed. Between July 1996 and November
1997 the County's engineering consultant conducted a
detailed study to assess and quantify the nonpoint
source pollutant loadings to the lake in orderto determine
the most effective plan to reduce pollutant loads leaving
the lake and ultimately reaching Tampa Bay. The consultant's final report was submitted to the County in
December 1997.
The consultant evaluated the effectiveness of treating
the two major stormwater inflows to the lake (Le., the
original concept), a·n in-lake recirculation system, and a
lake outfall treatment system. The most efficient alternative plan in terms of pollutant load reductions, as well
as cost effectiveness, was the lake outfall treatment
system. As proposed, this outfall alternative will divert
flows leaving East Lake through an off-line treatment
system that will chemically treat the water with aluminum
sulfate (alum), settle the alum floc, and then discharge
the treated, clean water back into the outfall channel. A
component of the lake outfall alternative is a biennial,
whole-lake treatment with alum to reduce in-lake water
column concentrations of pollutants.

The engineer's estimate for the capital cost to construct the proposed treatment facility is $400,417. The
annual operation and maintenance (O&M) cost, which
will be the responsibility of the County and includes the
whole-lake alum treatment every two years, is estimated
at $48,429. It is estimated that the lake outfall alternative
will reduce total nitrogen loading to the receiving waters
by 9,982 pounds annually. This equals 12% of the
Tampa Bay National Estuary Program's (TBNEP) 1999
nitrogen load reduction goal for Hillsborough Bay. A
summary of the alternative plans examined is provided
below. The major inflow alternative was discounted early
on due to its limited effectiveness when compared with
the other alternatives:

Alternative Plan
Major Inflows
In-lake Recirculation
Lake Outfall

Estimated Nitrogen Estimated
Load Reduction
Capital Cost
1.151 Ibs/yr
No Est.
$415,522
4.4931bs/yr
$400.147
9.982 Ibs/yr

Estimated
O&M Cost
No Est.
$54,687
$48.429

The land needed to construct the lake outfall alternative is located immediately south of and contiguous to
Interstate 4, recently acquired by the FL Department of
Transportation (FDOT) as part of a larger acquisition
connected with the widening of Interstate 4. However,
the site needed for the SWIM project is not needed by
the FDOT, and the FDOT has indicated its willingness to
surplus the land to either the District or County at a cost
of $191,300. Based on the projected reduction in nitrogen loading to the Tampa Bypass Canal, and hence
Tampa Bay, the District's Land Acquisition and Management Task Force has endorsed the use of P-2000 funds
to acquire the site .
Largo Regional Stormwater Treatment Facility
(City of Largo) - The District and the City of Largo
entered into a cooperative agreement for the design,
construction, operation and maintenance of a regional
stormwater treatment facility on lands purchased by the
District in 1976 for a flood control project. The original
flood control project was abandoned in the early 1990s
due to concerns over possible wetland impacts. The
proposed facility, which will use chemical treatment
(alum), will be capable of totally retrofitting the contributing drainage basin (approximately 1,200 acres) in
accordance with current regulatory design standards for
new development. In addition to treating stormwater
runoff, the project will also enhance existing uplands and
wetlands on-site, and construct additional new herbaceous and forested wetlands. It is estimated that this
project will reduce annual nitrogen loads to Boca Ciega
Bay by 3,485 pounds/year, which equates to approximately 46% of the TBNEP's 1999 nitrogen load reduction
goal.

The final design of the project is expected to be
complete in late fall 1998, and the construction contract
advertised in late FY98/early FY99. Construction should
be completed by late FY99. The preliminary cost estimate for the chemical treatment system and associated
components is approximately $498,000. The cost for
enhancing existing uplands and wetlands on-site, and
constructing new additional wetlands is $167,000.
Habitat Restoration - Through the end of 1997, the
District SWIM staff either completed or had under development 30 restoration projects for Tampa Bay: 25
projects under development and five projects either fully
or partially constructed. Since 1989, SWIM restoration
projects have evolved from small, simple salt marshes
(plain 0.1 acre) to large. complex assemblages of coastal
habitats (650 acres). Since 1989,30 restoration projects
have been completed for a total of 207.1 acres. These
progressive, interdisciplinary projects typically combine
coastal habitat enhancement, restoration and creation
(including improved water quality through enhanced tidal
flushing and/or water circulation) with stormwater treatment. In addition, each project typically employs the
restoration strategy of enhancing, restoring, and/or creating habitat mosaics ("ecosystem restoration"
approach). A habitat mosaic represents a collection of
habitats normally found in coastal ecosystems: uplands,
transitional habitats, freshwater wetlands, and various
estuarine habitats (open water, live bottom, seagrass
beds, low and high salt marshes, salterns, mud flats, etc).
To date, all SWIM projects have been constructed on
public land and represent cooperative efforts (both financially and in-kind services) between the District and a
local government or state agency. Each project has
involved a year or more of planning, permitting , and
implementation. Significant examples of habitat restoration projects include:
Cockroach Bay - This project involves more than
651 acres of publicly-owned property. The tract was
originally purchased during the summer of 1991 for $2.1
million by the Hillsborough County Environmental Lands
Acquisition and Protection Program (ELAPP). Although
about 150 acres are intertidal wetlands, the remaining
500 acres represent fallow farm fields and decommissioned shell pits ("Leisey Shell Pits"). When purchased,
significant portions of the tract were heavily infested with
exotic Brazilian pepper and Australian pine. The watershed is primarily agricultural, with partially-treated runoff
draining into the estuary. In spite of watershed and
estuarine impacts, Cockroach Bay is often touted as the
"crown jewel" of Tampa Bay and is noted for its seagrass
beds and fisheries production.
In conjunction with Hillsborough County, the District's
Operations Department, a private contractor, and hundreds of volunteers, 61 .7 acres of the Cockroach Bay
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project were completed, with an additional 23 acres
partially finished . Under the coordination of Tampa BayWatch , on March 22 , 1997, a new record for a mass
marsh planting was set at Cockroach Bay: 350 volunteers installed more than 23 ,000 marsh plants in about
two hours. The two major portions of the Cockroach Bay
resto ration effort completed include a 24.5-acre agricultural stormwater treatment pond and ditch system and
37.2 acres of various coastal habitats. To date, the
estuarine portions already appear to be especially productive , as evidenced from observations of widespread
bird and fish utilization, oyster bar colonization, and
recru itment of seagrass beds.
MacDiII Air Force Base (United States Air Force)
- The cooperative relationship represented a rare opportunity to work with a military branch of the federal
government for environmental enhancement/restoration . The project site is an historic lagoonal system (31 .3
acres) in the southeast reaches of MacDili Air Force
Base . The lagoonal system was restored and existing
habitats enhanced via exotic plant removal and grading
to high and low intertidal elevations.
Del Oro Park (City of Clearwater) - Del Oro Park is
a five-acre , rectangular-shaped park located in the City
of Clearwater on the western shore of Old Tampa Bay.
The park is composed of open space to the south and a
small «2 acre) wooded area to the north. In the fall of
1996, the City completed the construction of a stormwater pond in the southern half of the park area and the
removal of approximately one acre of exotic vegetation
(Brazilian pepper) in the wooded northern section.
The objective of this project included creation of a
small , meandering creek along the edge of an existing
mangrove forest. The shoreline of the creek was graded
to elevations proper for the establishment and maintenance of mangrove fo rest and marsh habitats. A small
open-water feature was created to serve as a microhabitat for juvenile and adult fish and shellfish species.
Existing native habitats were preserved and additional
native wetland plant communities will be planted in the
created or enhanced intertidal areas . One acre of subtidal and intertidal habitat was created and enhanced.
The Del Oro project represents the first restoration proj e ct completely handled by District staff (design ,
permitting , and construction); it is a goal of SWIM to
become increasingly autonomous from consultants and
contractors, implementing projects «20 acres) completely in-house, thereby saYing significant dollars that
can be used for additional restoration efforts, The use of
District construction crews since 1991 already has sayed
hundreds of thousands of dollars,
Mobbly Bay (City of Oldsmar) - The Mobbly Bay
tract lies along the mid-northern reaches of Old Tampa
Bay. The tract harbors more than 400 acres of disturbed
uplands, transitional habitats, high marsh, low marsh ,
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mangrove forests, open water channels, lagoons, and
borrow pits. The tract is owned by several entities including private corporations, land developers, private lots,
the City and Pinellas County and has been impacted by
mosquito ditching, excavation of borrow pits, exotic
vegetation, and poor flushing. The restoration of the site
included the creation of several marsh platforms and
open water features. Small ponds and meandering
creeks were created adjacent to overhanging mangroves which serve as productive nursery and foraging
areas for juvenile and adult fish and shellfish species.
Existing native habitats were preserved and additional
native wetland plant species (Paspa/um vagina tum,
Spartina patens, Spartina a/temit/ora) were planted in
created or enhanced intertidal areas. A total of 14 acres
of intertidal saltmarsh habitat were created, enhanced or
restored .
During 1997 as well as for the future, SWIM will
continue to coordinate with the Tampa Bay National
Estuary Program for implementation of their "restoring
the balance" approach to habitat restoration - a restoration strategy highly compatible with SWIM's mosaic
approach. During 1998, SWIM will have at least 30
projects under development and hope to complete construction of an additional five sites. The SWIM Five Year
Restoration Plan will be updated and efforts will be
directed to secure a permanent funding source for
SWIM .
Natural Systems Monitoring - District SWIM staff
have also been involved in activities directed toward
assessing biological conditions, habitat, and other elements of the bay.
Tampa Bay Seagrass Mapping and Monitoring - A
seagrass mapping effort continues, initiated in 1988 to
monitor improvements to the Tampa Bay system. Every
other year true-color photos are produced from flights in
December through January to capitalize on times of
maximum water clarity and best light penetration . These
photos are prepared and photo interpreted for submerged aquatic vegetation populations . Areas of
rep resentative signatures are chosen and field checked
for bottom composition.
To provide more detailed site-specific information, 70
transect locations were initially selected to represent the
Tampa Bay ecosystem. Transects were 1,000 meters
long with information collected at 100-meter intervals.
Seagrass species, blade length, water depth, epiphyte
loading, and bottom composition were recorded at each
data point. In addition, dissolved oxygen (DO) , water
temperature and salinity is measured . All of these sites
are visited at least once per year (October). This monitoring effort will continue to further assess the health of
Tampa Bay.
Fisheries Monitoring - Five restored sites throughout the Tampa Bay area: Cockroach Bay, E. G. Simmons

Park, McKay Bay, Boca Ciega Bay, and Mangrove Bay
have been monitored since 1992 for fisheries utilization
as a measure of the success of habitat restoration efforts.
Two additional sites at Picnic Island were added in 1993.
A reference site was also established at Delaney Creek,
a relatively undisturbed estuarine/salt marsh ecosystem
in west-central Hillsborough County.
Preliminary analyses of these data indicate that the
marsh-resident fish communities are highly similar
among sites with similar salinity regimes, and are composed of the same species found at the reference site.
Abundances of fishes among the sites are variable over
time and appear to be related to spawning seasons.
Comparisons of numbers of fish per unit area were not
significantly different between the restored and reference sites. Additionally, a number of commercially- and
recreationally-important fish and invertebrate species
were present at restored marshes, occasionally at
greater abundances than at tile reference site, and included snook, redfish, black drum, spotted sea trout, bay
anchovy, menhaden, mullet, sheepshead, pink shrimp,
and squid.
Fisheries monitoring was also done at Peanut Lake
in Manatee County near Port Manatee. The purpose of
the project was to evaluate fisheries utilization of Peanut
Lake prior to and after restoration and document the
effectiveness of a restoration project for improving the
fisheries resources of the bay. The 18 months of postrestoration sampling seasonally match the
pre-restoration data, affording more realistic and comparable data for evaluating the effectiveness of the
restoration effort. Sampling through the fall of 1993
yielded impressive catches of fish diversity and abundance, hinting at distinct improvements (v~.
pre-restoration) of fisheries utilization of the site. For
more information contact Mike Perry 813-985-7481, Ext.
2203.

INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT COMES TO
FRUITION
Thanks to the vision of the Tampa Bay National
Estuary Program's (NEP) partners and the dedication of
hundreds of concerned community members, 15 governmental entities-including local governments and state
and federal regulatory agencies-have agreed to sign
the historic Interlocal Agreement (IA) by the end of
February, 1998. The signing of this document marks the
beginning of a binding agreement by the signatories to
fulfill the goals of Charting the Course, the Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan for restoring
Tampa Bay.
The bay management plan, endorsed by local, state
and federal NEP partners in April 1997, provides specific

benchmarks for improvements to five of the most pressing problems threatening Tampa's estuary: water and
sediment quality, bay habitats, fish and wildlife, dredging
and dredged material, and spill prevention and response.
Fostering the gradual recovery of more than 12,000
acres of life-giving seagrasses to compensate for anticipated increases in nitrogen loadings to the bay ranks as
key among these goals, requiring both the commitment
and the cooperation of all IA Signatories.
Currently the Tampa Bay NEP functions as an informal partnership between the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and local governments and agencies.
To better facilitate the cooperation and partnership necessary for the Tampa Bay management plan to succeed,
the IA will reorganize the NEP as an independent alliance
of governmental entities (under Chapter 163, Florida
Statutes) charged with overseeing implementation of the
plan. A Policy Board comprised of six local governments
and three regulatory agencies currently constituting the
NEP Policy Committee will direct the new organization.
It is expected that, by the end of February 1998, the
following local governments and agencies, some presently represented on the NEP's Policy Committee, will
have signed the IA: the cities of Tampa, St. Petersburg
and Clearwater; the counties of Hillsborough, Manatee
and Pinellas; the Southwest FL Water Management
District; the FL Department of Environmental Protection;
the FL Game & Fresh Water Fish Commission; the
Environmental Protection Commission of Hillsborough
County; the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council; the
FL Marine Research Institute and the Tampa Port
Authority in its role as a regulatory entity. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and the U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers will enter into separate Memoranda
of Understanding with the newly-established Tampa Bay
Estuary Program entity, in which they will outline their
contributions and responsibilities.
Because the IA stands as the only binding implementation agreement among the nation's 28 estuary
programs, the Tampa Bay program will distinguish itself
as a model for community-based ecosystem management. IA signatories agree to submit action plans
detailing how they will fulfill the goals of the NEP's
comprehensive conservation and management plan for
bay restoration within the time frames specified by the
Agreement.
Additionally, the IA brings acclaim to the Tampa Bay
NEP because of its emphasis on regional cooperation
and reliance on a flexible regulatory approach that allows
local governments and industries to choose the most
cost-effective and environmentally-beneficial bay improvement options for their communities - as long as
the bay management plan's goals are fulfilled. This
non-regulatory, cooperative strategy not only ensures
consistent, effective and timely implementation of the
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blueprint for bay management, it also serves as a prototype of an effective, bottom-up approach to government.
The IA enables local communities to playa larger role in
the environmental decision- and policy-making process,
thereby making it easier for local governments and agencies to actually implement the plan for bay improvement.
Now that all the signatories have approved the lA, the
Tampa Bay NEP will shift its focus from designing to
overseeing the implementation of the plan for cooperative bay restoration, a task that will ensure that Tampa
Bay remains a vibrant part of the state's environmental
and economic landscape for years to come. For more
information contact Dick Eckenrod, 813-893-2765.

TAMPA BAY P.O.R.T.S.
PORTS (Physical
Oceanographic RealTime System) is an
~ information acquisi3 tion
and
dissemination technology developed by
the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration National Ocean Service (NOS) in order to
increase navigational safety by providing more accurate
water current and level data for Tampa Bay. A not-forprofit organization, PORTS is funded by local and state
agencies and supported through a cooperative agreement by technical assistance from NOS. Through a
cooperative agreement between PORTS and the University of South Florida, PORTS is located in USF's
Department of Marine Science and operated in cooperation with the Greater Tampa Bay Marine Advisory
Council and NOS. PORTS integrates real-time current;
water level; water and air temperature; wave height,
period and direction; barometric pressure; atmospheric
visibility; and wind measurements collected every six
minutes at ten locations in Tampa Bay. Because the
bay's tides and currents are strongly influenced by nontidal forces such as winds and river flow, PORTS
provides important real-time information to both recreational boaters and professional pilots navigating Tampa
Bay. The data is processed to generate a real-time
report available to the public via modem, Internet, or
touch-tone telephone.
In addition to improving the safety and efficiency of
navigation within Tampa Bay, PORTS also provides
oceanographic and meteorological data to aid rapid response to hazardous material spills. In this capacity,
PORTS is an initial responder to hazardous spills as part
of Tampa Bay's Contingency Plan for Oil and Hazardous
Substance Pollution Response and participates in US
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Coast Guard Marine Safety Office oil spill drills forTampa
Bay. PORTS also aids in search-and-rescue missions
and assists in environmental management of the bay.
PORTS has been operational since May, 1992, and
has achieved better than 95% data return to date. The
incidence of ship groundings in Tampa Bay has decreased by 2/3 in that time, from approximately 3
groundings per 1,000 transits to less than 1 grounding
per 1,000 transits. All data are archived at USF's Department of Marine Science and represent a significant
source of oceanographic and meteorological information
for Tampa Bay. The archive, which is within the public
domain, contains PORTS data from June 1992 through
the present and can be accessed in a variety of ways,
including anonymous FTP (file transfer protocol).
The PORTS World-wide Web (http://ompl.marine.usf.edu/PORTS) contains additional information
about PORTS and its associated facilities and projects.

Data From PORTS are used to drive an operational
nowcastlforecast model based on the Blumberg-Mellor
code. The model is updated automatically to provide a
nowcast every 12 minutes. At midnight and at noon a
48-hour forecast run of the model is made using the most
recent nowcast as the initial condition.
The nowcastlforecast model output is used to drive a
contaminant trajectory model that can be used to mitigate damage from accidental spills of oil or other

hazardous materials. Spill trajectory predictions are combined with information on location of sensitive
environmental resources in a Geographical Information
System (GIS) developed by the FL Marine Research
Institute. Development of the spill trajectory prediction
system is funded by a grant from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. For additional information contact
Mark E. Luther, Ph.D., USF Department of Marine Science, 813-553-1528.

TAMPA BAY'S AQUATIC AND
BUFFER PRESERVES
At present, 370,634 acres of submerged lands and
islands comprise the three Aquatic Preserves of Tampa
Bay. These areas represent two distinct management
objectives. The Pinellas/Boca Ciega Bay Aquatic Preserve was established as an urban preserve to check
further degradation of the highly-developed Pinellas
coastline. In the southeast region of the bay, the Cockroach Bay and Terra Ceia Aquatic Preserves are
intended to protect relatively pristine coastal areas. The
new Cockroach Bay State Buffer Preserve and the proposed Terra Ceia State Buffer Preserve are intended to
set aside coastal land adjacent to existing Aquatic Preserves. Aquatic and Buffer Preserves are managed by
the FL Department of Environmental Protection's
(FDEP) Bureau of Coastal and Aquatic Managed Areas

(CAMA), through the Tampa Bay Aquatic Preserves
Program.
Cockroach Bay Aquatic Preserve - Enhanced
boater awareness of the offshore boundary of the Cockroach Bay Aquatic Preserve is the intended result of a
buoy-marking project completed in 1997. The Cockroach
Bay Users' Group (C-BUG), Tampa Bay Aquatic Preserves' staff and the Hillsborough County Resource
Management staff placed 20 regulatory-style buoys
along the offshore boundary of the Aquatic Preserve. A
grant from the Tampa Port Authority to C-BUG made the
project possible. The preserve boundary is located
2,000 feet offshore.
Cockroach Bay State Buffer Preserve - Land set
aside as a buffer preserve protects the quality of adjacent
aquatic preserve waters. Buffer preserves also protect
habitat for a number of native animal and plant species.
The Cockroach Bay State Buffer Preserve was officially
established in 1997, with the distribution of a formal
management plan. The 360 acres of islands that make
up the preserve include mangrove forests and uplands.

Terra Ceia State Buffer Preserve (proposed) 1997 saw important progress in the events leading to
acquisition of land for the proposed Terra Ceia State
Buffer Preserve. Manatee County hosted one of the
hearings to determine the funding priority for Terra Ceia
and more than 90 other projects in the Conservation And
Recreation Lands (CARL) program. An impressive outpouring of public support forthe Terra Ceia project at this
hearing helped raise the Terra Ceia project's ranking
from 13th to 7th. While much work remains to be done
toward actual land acquisition, the new rank should
guarantee the availability of funds in the coming fiscal
year.
Approximately 4,700 acres is targeted for inclusion in
the proposed Terra Ceia State Buffer Preserve. Of this,
approximately 1,700 acres, known as Terra Ceia Isles,
have been acquired by the Southwest FL Water Management District (SWFWMD). The FDEP Tampa Bay
Aquatic Preserves Program is the designated management agency for the Terra Ceia CARL project, and
management of the Terra Ceia Isles parcel is pending
reimbursement of SWFWMD by FDEP.
Planned restorative measures for the Terra Ceia
Preserve include restoration of hydrogeological diversity
and replacement of substantial exotic plant populations
with native species. Scientists from FDEP and the
SWFWMD Surface Water Improvement and Management (SWIM) team have begun an extensive ecological
survey of the areas already purchased by SWFWMD.
In addition to planning activities, FDEP and collaborators are taking a proactive approach to early
management needs. Three cleanup efforts in 1997 resulted in the removal of more than 35 tons of debris from
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the Terra Ceia Isles area. Measures to restrict dumping
and other illegal activities have already had a considerable effect in halting environmental degradation at Terra
Ceia.
Continuing the tradition of strong public support for
the Terra Ceia project, local citizens are preparing to play
an active role in restoration, management and public
use. A citizen steering committee has taken the first
steps in the formation of a citizen support organization
for the public lands at Terra Ceia and Emerson Point.
This organization will serve as a vehicle for public participation in preserve activities as well as enhancing the
work of the managing agency (FDEP).
Pinellas County/Boca Ciega Bay Preserve - With
a grant from the SWIM program of the SWFWMD, The
Aquatic Preserves program began plans to enhance at
least four spoil islands in Clearwater Harbor. In early
1998 invasive exotic plants will be removed from these
islands, and native plants will be used to replace them.
To encourage use of islands other that those used by
nesting birds, the preserves program placed picnic tables made of recycled plastic on two islands with a history
of recreation use. For more information contact Randy
Runnels, 813-744-6100, Ext. 448.

NITROGEN MANAGEMENT STRATEGY FOR
TAMPA BAY
One of the Tampa Bay National Estuary Program's
(NEP) most prominent initiatives involves controlling the
bay's nitrogen intake in order to restore vital underwater
seagrass beds. The NEP designated seagrasses as a
measuring stick for bay improvement because of their
overall importance to the bay ecosystem and their significance as an environmental barometer, indicating
changes in long-term water quality.
The die-back of seagrasses that accompanied the
rapid urbanization of the Tampa Bay region in this century largely resulted from insufficient light reaching the
submerged beds. An overabundance of phytoplankton,
fueled by excessive nitrogen input into the bay, served
as the primary cause of reduced light penetration.
Thanks to recent reductions in nitrogen loading to the
bay , the last decade has seen a remarkable recovery of
more than 4,000 acres of new or expanded seagrass
beds. To maintain existing water clarity and sustain the
seagrass recovery process, the NEP has adopted a
five-year nutrient management goal to cap nitrogen loadings at existing levels (i.e., 1992-94 average). However,
because of population growth and related development
in the Tampa Bay region, nitrogen loading to the bay is
actually expected to increase seven percent by the year
2010, an amount slightly less than 17 tons per year.
Consequently, local governments and industries must
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reduce or preclude loadings to the bay by this amount to
maintain current nitrogen levels.
To ensure this will occur, the NEP established the
Tampa Bay Nitrogen Management Consortium in October 1996 to develop an equitable and cost-effective plan
for achieving the recommended nitrogen loading goal for
Tampa Bay. This year the Consortium finalized its fiveyear plan, the Nitrogen Management Action Plan,
supported by NEP definitions of nitrogen loading sources
and appropriate load reduction "credits" for various nitrogen reduction projects. Additionally, the Action Plan
outlines the NEP's and other Consortium members' responsibilities for monitoring and tracking the impact of
nitrogen management efforts on seagrass recovery and
associated water quality.
Member governments of the NEP Management Committee will implement a significant portion of the
Consortium Action Plan through the Interlocal Agreement (IA) via individual action plans for the achievement
of the CCMP goals. Private sector members of the
Consortium have pledged, through an accompanying
Resolution, to implement nitrogen reduction plans for
which they are solely or jointly responsible .
The membership of the Consortium as approved by
the NEP Policy Committee includes the full membership
of the NEP Management Committee, representatives of
the Florida phosphate industry, and independent fertilizer shippers, agricultural interests in Hillsborough and
Manatee counties, and FL Power & Light Company.
Sediment Quality - The NEP made further progress
on the development of a sediment quality action plan
through an intensive workshop in August and with the
definition of management strategies for the bay. The
objective of the workshop was to set numeric targets for
sediment quality. The workshop partiCipants, including
national experts in sediment quality guidelines, recommended numeric targets for several contaminants of
concern found in the bay and developed a process that
will assist with further identification of targets and associated management strategies.
Atmospheric Deposition - The Tampa Bay Atmospheric Deposition Study (TBADS), initiated in 1995,
continues to gather information concerning the extent of
atmospheric deposition effects on the Tampa Bay nutrient budget. Components completed or ongoing in 1997
included 1} continuation of intensive wet and dry deposition monitoring; 2} completion of an ammonia survey;
and 3} initiation of an examination of the impact of
atmospheric deposition on stormwater quality. Information to date indicates that ammonia emissions may
contribute greatly to the atmospheric nitrogen concentrations around the bay. Additionally, the study's findings
show dry deposition to be a major component of total
atmospheric nitrogen deposition during much of the year.

Minimum Flows Advisory Group - The health and
productivity of Tampa Bay's estuarine habitats, those
areas where fresh and salt water mix, depend largely on
maintaining adequate inflows of freshwater at certain
times of the year. To ensure these minimum flows, in
1996 the Florida Legislature passed an ordinance requiring the Southwest FL Water Management District
(SWFWMD) to set minimum flows for priority surface
waters in the northern Tampa Bay watershed.
The District requested that NEP staff facilitate a
technical advisory group to provide recommendations for
ecological criteria for setting minimum flows for the
Hillsborough River and Palm RiverfTampa Bypass Canal
(TBC) systems. In 1997, the Advisory Group assisted
with several regional issues, including the aforementioned recommendations for the Hillsborough River. The
Group, consisting of representatives from local, state
and federal governments, agencies, businesses and
public interest groups, formed a Habitat Subcommittee
and a Dissolved Oxygen Subcommittee to investigate
the following primary issues:

TAMPA BAYWATCH
Salt Marsh Planting Projects have been a major
emphasis for the Tampa BayWatch program to return
critical habitat systems that grow on the intertidal fringe
of the bay, preventing erosion, filtering pollutants, and
providing important breeding and nursery habitat for fish
and wildlife. Since the project's inception Tampa BayWatch has coordinated the planting of approximately
204,000 salt marsh grasses, which translates to more
than 75 acres of reclaimed habitat. On March 22 , 1997
Tampa BayWatch and the Coastal Conservation Association of Florida coordinated 350 volunteers who
installed 23,000 salt marsh grasses at the Cockroach
Bay Aquatic Preserve. A new Tampa Bay record! On
November 15th 200 volunteers came out and helped
plant 15,000 more salt marsh plants at Mobbly Bay in
Safety Harbor.

• Low-salinity habitats in each of the river systems
• Low levels of dissolved oxygen (hypoxia)
• "Truncated" salinity regime in the Palm RiverfTBC
The AdviSOry Group or its subcommittees met 11
times between October 1996 and May 1997. The following were among the Group's recommendations:
• Define ecological criteria or goals for dissolved oxygen concentrations in the Hillsborough River as a
minimum of 4.0 mg/I and average of 5.0 mg/I for
optimizing fish utilization. If these criteria cannot be
feasibly met at all times and in all locations, minimize
time and areas in the river where dissolved oxygen is
less than 4.0 mg/I.
• Maintain a salinity gradient from the estuary to the
dam ranging from polyhaline (18ppt) to fresh (.5ppt),
to optimize estuarine-dependent fish species utilization .
• Maintain a freshwater segment below the dam to
provide a refuge for freshwater biota.
-Minimum flows on the Palm RiverfTBC should be set
based on existing physical conditions of the water
course. However, the minimum flows should be reevaluated once feasibility of filling deep areas of the river
downstream of Structure 160, or other habitat creation
options has been established. For more information
contact Holly Greening, 813-893-2765.

Supported by student interns, a new Seagrass
Transplanting Program has joined Tampa BayWatch's
stable of successful restoration initiatives. Seagrass
communities are some of the most productive ecosystems in the world, providing shelter, nursery areas and
foraging habitat for the Bay's fish and wildlife. Unfortunately, these areas have experienced extensive decline
due to dredging activities, water quality impacts, etc. and
are in need of a "helping hand." This year the construction of 18 seagrass and donor test plots was
accomplished with the support of the Tampa Port Authority Sovereign Lands Program and the assistance of 35
summertime high school and college interns. The seagrass program accomplishes critical seagrass
restoration, provides hands-on opportunities for youth,
explores the use of innovative techniques to enhance the
survival of transplanted seagrass, and advances our
scientific understanding of methods to restore seagrass
growth.
The "Catch Fish - Not Birds!" monofilament fishing
line cleanup of bird nesting islands in Tampa Bay is done
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in cooperation with National Audubon Florida Coastal
Island Sanctuaries and is the largest event of its kind in
the nation. In 1997, Tampa BayWatch volunteers
cleared 60 islands of deadly monofilament fishing line,
which is the leading cause of death of adult Brown
pelicans in Florida. "Catch Fish - Not Birds!" ensures a
safer nesting environment for our unique population of
colonial nesting birds .
The Great Bay Scallop Search continues to be a
favorite among Tampa BayWatch volunteers. During
this event , volunteers
search various seagrass beds in lower
Tampa Bay to docum e nt
scallop
populations . The 1997
Search set an all-time
record yield of 79 scallops .
Scallops
c o mp lete Iy d isappeared from the bay in
the 1960s because of
heavily-polluted water.
The Clean Water Act
and local water treatment initiatives have
cleaned up the bay significantly, and scallops
now appear to be able to survive in bay waters. Addition ally, data yielded from past scallop searches have helped
Tampa BayWatch scientists develop a transplanting
program, taking scallops from healthy donor sites farther
north and transplanting them into Tampa Bay, in an effort
to jump-start the return of viable breeding colonies of
scallops in our estuary. This project is a fun opportunity
for the bay community to take an active role in monitoring
and restoring this resource . Plus , Shells Seafood Restaurant supplied a delicious lunch for all volunteers.
Paint Tampa Bay Clean is an extremely successful
regional program in which volunteers spray paint or glue
emblems onto storm drains announcing to residents, via
the slogan "dumping here pollutes our bay," that whatever goes into the drain has an affect on the water quality
of our rivers and bays. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has identified stormwater runoff as the #1
source of pollution causing poor water quality. In 1997,
Tampa BayWatch coordinated the marking of more than
850 storm drains in Hillsborough, Pinellas and Manatee
counties, making it one of our more visible programs.
The Tampa Bay Open Water Challenge & Weedon
Island Power Paddle were new Tampa BayWatch special events designed to raise money, improve our
"footprint in the community" and increase environmental
awareness of the Bay area's estuarine habitat. Both
first-year events were extremely successful! The 5-K
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open water swim, from Gandy Beach to Picnic Island
Park, was won by Jason Volz of Ft. Myers and attracted
237 swimmers. The Power Paddle, a 1O-K canoe/kayak
race , was won by St. Pete's Shawn Wilbur and has
quickly established itself as one of the state's premier
paddle events. This year's race attracted 79 paddlers,
more than any other race in Florida.
The Tampa BayWatch High School Wetland Nursery Program won the Governor's Environmental
Education Award in 1997 and continues its success with
a total of six participating
schools and four more
expected to join the program in 1998. To date
the six partici pati ng
schools are: Bloomingdale, Chamberlain, King,
and Tampa Bay Technical high schools in
Hillsborough County,
and Lakewood High
School and Madeira
Beach Middle School in
Pinellas County. The six
school wetland nurseries have the capacity to
propagate a total of
60,000 planting units
every year, with the potential to restore 12 acres of new
salt marsh habitat per year. Tampa BayWatch estimates
a direct savings of $54,000 (or $0.90 per planting unit)
each year in the cost of marsh grasses and planting
charg~s for the public agencies involved in bay restoration activities. The students participating in the program
gain hands-on experience in resource management and
environmental stewardship. The students gain knowledge about the intricacies of the nursery and restoration
process after having nurtured the plants to maturity in the
campus nursery and then installing the grass plants into
major restoration projects around the bay. The High
School Wetland Nursery Program is a critical element in
the development of an environmental ethic in our youth
to benefit the long-term health and recovery of Tampa
Bay.
Restore America's Estuaries (RAE) has pledged to
restore ONE MILLION acres of estuarine habitat by the
year 201 O! Tampa BayWatch has joined forces with 10
other estuarine organizations, including People for Puget
Sound, North Carolina Coastal Federation and the
Chesapeake Bay Foundation, to form a new national
coalition entitled Restore America's Estuaries. RAE is
launching a campaign to educate our Congressional
Representatives about the importance of estuaries in
hopes of passing Sen. John Chafee's (R-RI) Habitat
Restoration Partnership Act. By making federal funding

available, in partnership with local government and private sector contributions, the Chafee Bill will mean the
accelerated restoration of Tampa Bay's estuarine habitat. It is exciting to think that 11 regional coastal
environmental groups, with a collective membership of
250,000 citizens, will be working together all across the
country to insure that America's estuarine habitat is
restored and protected for our future generations. Restore America's Estuaries ... Working Together For
Healthy Estuaries. For more information contact Toby
O'Brien, 813-896-5320.

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD MARINE
SAFETY OFFICE TAMPA
Marjne Envjronmental Protection - During 1997,
the personnel of Marine Safety Office (MSO) Tampa
responded to six potential major oil spills during grounding incidents on Tampa Bay, including the tankship
COASTAL EAGLE POINT, laden with 12 million gallons
of heavy oil. As a result of the MSO's intense planning,
training and exercise programs, its close professional
relationships with state and local agencies, response
contractors, salvors, towing companies, industry representatives, the Area Committee and other environmental
and professional organizations, the unit superbly coordinated successful responses to each of these casualties,
resulting in no discharge of oil.
Further, as a result of ongoing proactive efforts, including extensive training and education, minor oil spills
have been reduced by nearly 50% and the total quantity
spilled by nearly 90% . In 1994, over 700 spills were
reported at a quantity of 22,015 gallons. In 1996, those
numbers dropped to less than 300 spills with a total
quantity of 2,928 gallons. In 1997, approximately 362
pollution cases were reported and investigated.

In 1997, the Enforcement Branch of the MSO processed approximately 170 marine violation cases

resulting from violations of U.S. laws relating to pollution ,
inspection and operating regulations. The violation
cases resulted in recommended civil penalties of more
than $186,000. The MSO also works closely with the
U.S. Attorney's office in pursuing criminal remedies
against polluters. In April 1997, the operator of the T/S
FRANCIS HAMMER agreed to pay $250,000 in fines and
contributions for a violation of the Act to Prevent Pollution
from Ships . The vessel's master and chief officer received a suspension of their Coast Guard licenses and
a criminal fine .
Vessel Safety Programs and Inspections - The
MSO Tampa commercial fishing vessel inspection program is a model for the implementation of Coast Guard
safety initiatives. Since the commencement of the inspection program in 1992, commercial fishing vessel
deaths in the Seventh Coast Guard District, which includes the Tampa Bay area , have decreased by nearly
50%. In 1997, MSO Tampa conducted more than 500
commercial fishing vessel examinations, resulting in vast
improvements in the safety of the fleet.
The Port State Control Branch at the MSO is responsible for enforcing U.S. and international laws and
regulations on all foreign vessels entering Tampa Bay.
The primary goal of this program is elimination of substandard vessels from U.S. ports. Foreign flag vessels
are targeted for boarding based on a risk assessment
matrix, taking into account the safety record of the vessel, its owner, flag and classification society. Those
posing the highest risk are required to be boarded prior
to entering Tampa Bay, or to show they pose no immediate risk to the port or the environment. In 1997 MSO
Tampa conducted more than 2,200 commercial vessel
inspections, which resulted in the detention of 46 substandard vessels for serious safety deficiencies.
Waterways Management - The Port Management
Department of MSO Tampa is at the forefront of several
new initiatives designed to enhance the safety and security of the ports of Tampa Bay, through the use of
emerging technology and strong partnerships with industry and other stakeholders in the port area.
One of the most comprehensive and innovative initiatives is the establishment of the Tampa Bay Harbor
Safety Committee (TBHSC) , a public/private partnership
whose goal is to provide Tampa Bay with a state-of-theart vessel traffic information system (VTIS). In 1995, a
VTIS consortium was appointed by the Florida Legislature to explore ways to enhance safe navigation within
Tampa Bay. MSO Tampa has been an essential partner
in assisting the consortium in developing a plan that
balances the enhancement of maritime safety, achieves
the necessary funding and studies the economic impact
upon the maritime industry within Tampa Bay.
Upon completion of the consortium, the TBHSC was
formed, including members from the three port authori-
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ties within the bay, Tampa Bay Pilots and local industry
leaders. The committee also includes an environmental
voice and a representative of the existing Marine Advisory Committee (MAC), which remains in place as an
open forum for interested parties to bring forward issues
relating to safety on the bay.
The TBHSC is intended to be the main governing
body on Tampa Bay and has developed a VTIS plan that
will bu ild upon existing marine safety measures and the
Vessel Traffic Advisory System (VT AS) already operated
by the Tampa Bay Authority. Planned actions presently
being researched through the operations and technical
subcommittees include an all-weather portable precision
navigation system which utilizes laptop computers and
the Coast Guard's Differential Global Positioning System
(DGPS). This system will not only provide the vessel
with precise information regarding its own position , but
will show the location and maneuvering data of other
vessels in the system. In addition to providing the vessel 's master with a wealth of information with wh ich to
make navigational decisions, the system will have the
ability to 'see through' the fog and thunderstorms wh ich
are common on the bay and which often clutter and
re nder conventional radar useless. Other initiatives will
include the installation of a distributed VHF-FM system
to provide better communications throughout Tampa
Bay and upgrading the existing VTAS, extending its
functions as a Joint Information Center serving both the
Coast Guard and other area stakeholders .
The implementation of a VTIS should have a tremendo us impact on the number of vessel collisions and
groundings with in the bay. It is estimated that 80% of
past casualties within the bay would have had a significantly different outcome if the VTIS system had been in
pl ace , particularly the three significant casualties Tampa
Bay has experienced in the past three years: the 1980
collision with the Sunshine Skyway Bridge by the MN
SUMMIT VENTURE ; the collision between the MN CAPRICORN and the Coast Guard Cutter BLACKTHORN,
which resulted in the loss of 23 Coast Guard lives; and
the three -vessel collision in August of 1993 which resulted in a major pollution incident.
A Memorandum of Agreement between the Coast
Guard and the Tampa Bay Harbor Safety Committee on
th e Vessel Traffic System will formalize this great working relationship here in Tampa Bay and a signing
ce remony is expected to take place in early 1998. The
various subcommittees of the TBHSC are hard at work
on funding issues and, operational issues, and the technical subcommittee has recently sent out the Request for
Proposals for the actual equipment to be used for the
system. The Tampa Bay Harbor Safety Committee is a
great example of what can be accomplished with cooperation and effective partnering .
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In September MSO Tampa, with assistance from
area stakeholders, completed an extensive review of
current federal pilotage endorsements and routes within
Tampa Bay. As a result of the review, the Captain of the
Port Tampa redesigned the existing areas of federal
pilotage and added three new areas designated for
federal pilotage. The existing routes were changed to
reflect the more frequented destinations and the normal
flow of traffic in Tampa Bay. These changes also better
serve the needs of those mariners seeking pilotage
endorsements. Also this past year the Anchorage Subcommittee of the Marine Advisory Council recommended
that all anchorages in Tampa Bay be changed to general
anchorages , wh ich means that all vessels would be able
to use the anchorage areas currently designated as
quarantine and explosives anchorages. MSO Tampa
will submit a proposed regulation change package for
public review and comment.

Exercises And Plans
FIREFIGHTING - In an effort to ensure the firefighting
capabilities onboard ships, the MSO Tampa is planning
a major firefighting field exercise with various industries,
local and state government agencies. The exercise will
be conducted onboard a large passenger cruise ship
which regularly transits the bay. Fires onboard ships are
very different from land-based fires , and the manner in
which they are combated also differs. We have to ensure
that the respective fire and emergency units are familiar
with ship construction layouts and the different terminologies -used. They have to be aware of issues that are
unique to shipboard fires such as: if too much water is
used combating the fire, there could be a vessel stability
problem.
The field exercise scheduled for March 23 , 1998, is
the second phase of a two-phase marine firefighting
exercise . The first phase was conducted in May, in
coordination with the North River Fire Department and
the Manatee Port Authority. In that exercise, participants
included representatives from the local firefighting community, as well as state and federal agencies. A Unified
Command was formed to effectively control water and
landside firefighting resources. This unique and ambitious two-phase drill will enable the local firefighters and
other involved agencies to gain valuable and potentially
life-saving information and experience.
OIL SPILL EXERCISES - We are working with the
maritime industry to improve their efficiency to respond
to oil or hazardous material spills. We have attended
many of the local maritime industry's Preparedness for
Response Exercises in orderto ensure Coast Guard and
industry alignment, whether responding to major or minor
spills.

In June MSO Tampa, in coordination with Texas
A&M's Marine Safety and Training Center and Tampa
Electric Company, conducted an oil spill exercise which
involved the use of a computerized oil spill simulation
system of real-time events. The system successfully
tested the spill management team's response to a worstcase oil spill scenario from the Tampa Electric Power
Plant in the Port of Tampa. The exercise was held at the
Hillsborough County Emergency Operations Center and
included participation from Coast Guard MSO Tampa,
the FL Dept. of Environmental Protection, Tampa Electric Company and A & A Coastal Cleanup Company.
We are also conducting government-initiated, unannounced spill drills on shore facilities and vessels. The
unannounced exercises are designed to give the Coast
Guard the opportunity to evaluate, on a random basis,
the response preparedness of a particular facility or
vessel. Each facility has a written response plan which
outlines the action the facility would take in a pollution
incident. During the unannounced exercises we test this
response plan. In 1997, we conducted drills at the Louis
Dreyfus Energy facility, GATX Terminals Corporation
and Mariani Asphalt Company.

system. There was excellent coordination and assistance from all participants.
AREA CONTINGENCY PLAN - The Coast Guard
continues to work towards standardization of the Area
Contingency Plan (ACP) format with the Incident Command Structure format as reported last year. In this
format any Coast Guard or other government personnel
familiar with this structure can arrive at any major spill,
pick up the ACP and be able to use it. This standardization will go a long way towards improving response
capability in the event of a major pollution incident. In
January 1997, Annex 0 to the ACP was completed and
distributed. As reported last year, Annex 0 incorporates
the Hazardous Substance Pollution Response annex
into the ACP.
HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS - After Tropical
Storm Josephine in October 1996, the maritime community recognized the need to examine the process of
evacuating vessels from the port area during the approach of a hurricane. As a result, a Heavy Weather
AdviSOry Committee was formed to make recommendations as to evacuations and the securing of the port area
during the approach of heavy weather. The committee
will also be used to collect and disseminate information
that is vital to protecting life, property and the marine
environment during the approach and aftermath of a
tropical storm. The committee includes representatives
from the U.S. Coast Guard, the port authorities, the
Tampa Bay Pilots Association, terminal operators, ships'
agents and vessel operators in the port area.
With assistance from WTSP-TV chief meteorologist
Dick Fletcher, the committee has examined the conditions associated with hurricanes, methods of forecasting
hurricanes, the reliability of these forecasts and, in particular, the fact that different storm tracks necessitate
different considerations. The committee also examined
appropriate traffic flow within the port in the event of an

In July, the MSO conducted a Vessel of Opportunity
Skimming System (VOSS) exercise. The objectives of
this exercise were to evaluate the feasibility of deploying
the VOSS on a commercial tug, to assess an alternative
operation of the VOSS equipment by extending the
sweep width with additional boom, and to assess the
coordination efforts between commercial industry and
other federal agencies . Overall the exercise was a successful execution of mobilization, deployment and
operation of the system and alternative operations of the
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TABLE 1

evacuation and which berths could be used for vessels
remaining in port. It identified the need for a consistent
criteria for preparing vessels to be retained in port during
a storm. For more information, contact LT Sheryl Dickinson, 813-228-2189.
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CHLOROPHYLL-A CONCENTRATIONS
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The amount of phytoplankton present in Tampa Bay
waters can be estimated from measurements of chlorophyll-A , the green plant pigment. Phytoplankton is one
of several major forms of plants that exist in Tampa Bay
and most other estuaries. Other major plant types are
submerged seagrass , macro-algae and benthic microalgae . The different plants can be viewed as being in
competition with each other for required resources , such
as light and nutrients. Studies conducted in urbanized
estuaries have shown that excessive loading of nitrogen
generally is accompanied by an increase in phytoplankton and macro-algae , including epiphytic and drift
macro-algae , and by a reduction in seagrass . Relatively
little is known about the response of benthic micro-algae
to changes in nutrient availability. From a resource
perspective, the loss of seagrass means a loss of essential habitat for a multitude of marine animal species.
Therefore , the amount of chlorophyll-A present in the
water column not only measures phytoplankton
biomass , but the amount present also gives a general
understanding of resource competition within the Tampa
Bay ecosystem.
ChlorophyU-A Targets - Recognizing that chlorophyll -a can be used as an effective means to monitor
water quality in Tampa Bay and natural resources such
as seagrass , in 1989 the ABM Task Force on Resource Based Water Quality established yearly average
chlorophyll-a target concentrations for the four major
subdivisions of Tampa Bay. The targets chosen for the
four subdivisions were based on monthly measurements
by the Environmental Protection Commission of Hillsborough County (EPC) .
In 1996, the Tampa Bay National Estuary Program
(TBNEP) adopted modified chlorophyll-A targets for the
major SUbsections of Tampa Bay (Table 1). These targets were calculated from model predictions that related
chlorophyll-A, water column light transparency and seagrass depth distribution . The targets reflect the
chlorophyll-A concentration which will support the
TBNEP goal for restoration of seagrass to near 1950s
levels , estimated at about 38,000 acres . Targets will
also be developed for Boca Ciega Bay, Terra Ceia Bay
and the estuarine portion of the Manatee River when
sufficient data is available . Table 1 shows the TBNEP
target concentrations for the four major subsections of
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TBNEP chlorophyll-A targets and EPC-measured
annual average concentrations (ug/l) for the major
subdivisions of Tampa Bay (HB=Hillsborough Bay;
OTB=Old Tampa Bay; MTB=Middle Tampa Bay;
LTB=Lower Tampa Bay).
Tampa Bay as well as the EPC-measured annual concentrations since 1992 and the average annual
concentrations for the six-year period: 1992 through
1997.
The measured annual chlorophyll-A concentrations
are generally below the target concentrations for all
years except 1994 and 1995. The elevated 1994 and
1995 values were most probably caused by an increased
supply .of nutrients (specifically nitrogen) to the bay as a
result of the higher than usual wet season rainfall
amounts for these two years. River discharge and runoff
from the land , as well as rain falling directly on the bay,
are important sources of nutrients to the bay. Considering the active wet seasons of 1994 and 1995 and the
increase of available nitrogen during the most active
growing period of the phytoplankton, it is not surprising
that chlorophyll-A concentrations were elevated during
these two years.
Chlorophyll-A concentrations decreased dramatically
in 1996. In fact, tlie four bay segments had the lowest
annual averages that have ever been recorded during
the 23 years of EPC monitoring. Chlorophyll-A concentrations remained relatively low and at near target levels
in 1997 although the total 1997 rainfall at Tampa International Airport was about 68 inches, 30 percent greater
than the long-term average and the greatest amount of
rain since 1959. Annual chlorophyll-A levels for 1997
probably remained low, in spite of the high 1997 rainfall
total, because much of the rain fell late in the year, past
the most active period of phytoplankton growth. It will be
interesting to observe Tampa Bay chlorophyll-A concen-

I
I
I

trations in 1998 and attempt to evaluate potential responses to the increased loading of nutrients associated
with the heavy winter rains.
Long-Term ChlorophvlL-A Record - The long-term
chlorophyll-A record for Tampa Bay starts in 1953 (Figure 1). The record is based on measurements by several
organizations using different sampling frequency and
station locations, but generally similar methodologies.
However, sections of the record shown in Figure 1 have
been adjusted to account for potentially underestimated
measurements caused by methodological shortcomings. It is believed at this time that the data shown in this
figure best describes the long-term Tampa Bay chlorophyll-A record . Generally, relatively low values were
found in all major sections of Tampa Bay prior to the late
1960s. After an elevated period of approximately 15
years, values decreased dramatically between 1982 and
1984 in all subdivisions of the bay. The recent concentrations appear similar to levels found during the early
portion of the long-term record.
FIGURE 1
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Annual average chlorophyll-A concentrations for
the major subdivisions of Tampa Bay, 1953-1996
(HB=Hillsborough Bay; OTB=Old Tampa Bay;
MTB=Middle Tampa Bay; LTB=Lower Tampa Bay).

The cause of the large chlorophyll-A reduction in the
early 1980s is not completely understood, but it is almost
certainly linked to a substantial reduction in nitrogen
loading from anthropogenic sources. This reduction was
the result of management actions taken a decade or
longer ago, specifically to reduce the impact by domestic
wastewater and fertilizer industry effluents. In addition,
more recent nitrogen loading reductions from fertilizer
storage facilities and ship-loading terminals located in
Hillsborough Bay and from domestic wastewater plants
in Old Tampa Bay should also have contributed to the
continued downward chlorophyll-a trend. Also, in-bay
chlorophyll control processes may have become increasingly important as a result of the anthropogenic
nitrogen reductions and improved bay conditions. These
"natural control processes" include, among others, the
utilization of the phytoplankton population by benthic
filter feeders and increased rates of benthic denitrification.
The scenario of reduced loadings agrees with the
nitrogen loading/chlorophyll-a concept established in
other estuaries and laboratories. The substantial reduction of chlorophyll-a concentrations suggests a recovery
of Tampa Bay water quality and the potential for significant natural seagrass recolonization. Please see other
portions of this report which specifically discuss the
recent increase in Tampa Bay seagrass cover.
Ecological Considerations - The demonstrated
trend of decreasing phytoplankton biomass should benefit seagrass growth and allow for the expansion of
seagrass meadows, ultimately resulting in a more abundant seagrass-dependant animal community . A
potentially large biomass reduction of drift macro-algae
which also appears to have occurred recently in Tampa
Bay should provide similar benefits. Although both phytoplankton and macro-algae are important components
of the Tampa Bay ecosystem, the current standing crop
of these algae may better resemble the biomass found
prior to the period when algal biomass was artificially
elevated through high anthropogeniC nitrogen discharges to the bay. For more information please contact
Roger Johansson, City of Tampa Bay Study Group,
813-247-3451.
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BENTHIC/SEDIMENT QUALITY
MONITORING PROGRAM FOR TAMPA BAY
The benthic/sediment quality monitoring program for
Tampa Bay has been on-going since 1993 and is an
integral element of the Comprehensive Conservation
and Management Plan for Tampa Bay. This program
has three foci : (1) characterization of the "benthos"-the
animals which live in and on the sediments; (2) assessment of sediment contamination; and (3) assessment of
the dissolved oxygen status. The "baseline" conditions
for Tampa Bay sediments are defined by data collected
during 1993-1996. Approximately 500 sampling locations were involved during this period.
This monitoring program is a cooperative effort between the Environmental Protection Commission of
Hillsborough County, Manatee County's Environmental
Management Department, the Pinellas County Department of Environmental Management, and the Tampa
Bay National Estuary Program.
The animals comprising the benthos are of interest
because they integrate the effects of all environmental
stresses (e .g. , high chemical concentrations, low dis-

solved oxygen). Thus, in a degraded area you could
expect to find animals which are "tolerant" of stress, and
in "healthier" areas the animals might be more sensitive
to environmental perturbation. The benthos are also
integral to the food web of Tampa Bay, serving as prey
for many fish species.
The baseline database for the benthos is incomplete
and analysis is on-going . Four years of sample analysis
has been completed for the Manatee River and Terra
Ceia Bay and two years (1995 and 1996) of analyses
have been completed for Boca Ciega Bay. A large
subsample of Hillsborough Bay stations has also been
completed. A notable observation is that the Tampa Bay
Benthic Index does appear to be capable of discriminating between healthy and "subnominal" benthic habitat
(based upon trace metal contaminant levels only).
Given the preliminary demarcation points for the Benthic Index, 56% of the Manatee River and 66% of Terra
Ceia Bay were estimated to support a healthy benthic
community during the baseline period. Subnominal benthic habitat was not identified in the Manatee River and
appeared to describe only 3% of Terra Ceia Bay. In Boca
Ciega Bay approximately 5% of the benthic habitat was
subnominal for 1995-1996 and almost 77% was healthy.

FIGURE 1
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AR= ALAFIA RIVER (1995-1996)
BCB= BOCA CIEGA BAY (1996)
HB= HILLSBOROUGH BAY (1993-1996)
HR= HILLSBOROUGH RIVER (1995-1996)
LMR= LITTLE MANATEE RIVER (1995-1996)
LTB= LOWER TAMPA BAY (1993-1996)
MR= MANATEE RIVER (1996)
MTB= MIDDLE TAMPA BAY (1993-1996)
OTB= OLD TAMPA BAY (1993-1996)
PR= PALM RIVER (1995-1996)
TCB= TERRA CEIA BAY (1996)
ALL= BCB+HB+LTB+MTB+MR+OTB+ TCB
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The subset of samples from Hillsborough Bay showed
high concentrations of DDT in both the Hillsborough
that 42% of the benthic habitat was healthy and almost
River and in a residential canal in eastern Old Tampa
17% was subnominal.
\ Bay. Hydrocarbons were detected at a potentially toxic
Sediment contaminants (trace metals, pesticides, hylevel in the Hillsborough River and at marginally toxic
drocarbons) are of concern because they have been
concentrations at one Hillsborough River, one Palm
associated with developmental disorders in fishes as well
River, and three Hillsborough Bay locations.
as alterations in the composition and structure of benthic
Although the database for Hillsborough Bay tributarcommunities.
ies (Hillsborough, Palm, and Alafia Rivers) is limited,
these data suggest that the tributaries are more contamiThe baseline trace metal status has been estimated
nated than Hillsborough Bay proper. For 1997-2000
for the four primary segments of Tampa Bay (Old,
these rivers are earmarked for specific sampling in order
Hillsborough, Middle, and Lower Tampa Bay) and preto compile a four-year baseline dataset.
liminary data are available for Boca Ciega Bay, Terra
During 1996, sediment samples were analyzed for
Ceia Bay and the Manatee Rivers, as well as four tribumetals and organochlorine pestiCides in the Boca Ciega
taries to the bay (the Hillsborough, Palm, Alafia, and Little
Bay, Terra Ceia Bay, and Manatee River segments. The
Manatee Rivers) (Figure 1). Hillsborough Bay showed
Terra Ceia Bay and Manatee River segments were genthe greatest extents of metal contamination, with aperally healthy, although approximately 8% of the
proximately 33% of the sediments of "marginal" quality.
Manatee River sediments were marginal for silver. Boca
Almost 8% of Hillsborough Bay sediments were subCiega Bay sediments had cadmium, chromium, and/or
nominal. Between 4% and 6% of Old, Middle, and Lower
copper concentrations in the marginal category at three
Tampa Bay sediments were of marginal quality and
of the 21 locations sampled. Organic contaminants were
approximately 1% were considered subnominal.
all
below detection levels in these three bay segments
Data on organic contaminants are available for 1993
during
1996.
and 1995. Notable results included extremely high concentrations of the pesticide Chlordane and marginally
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The dissolved oxygen status of Tampa Bay is of
concern because low concentrations can alter the structure of fish and benthic communities. Fish may emigrate
from areas of low dissolved oxygen or may even die if
waters become anoxic (lacking oxygen). Benthic
macroinvertebrates may also emigrate, move upwards
in the sediment (thereby exposing them to an increased
likelihood of predation), or they may also die off if the
condition persists.
The determination of the baseline dissolved oxygen
status of Tampa Bay has been completed. Overall,
approximately 2% of Tampa Bay bottom waters were
subnominal (i.e ;, hypoxic: less than 2 mg/I dissolved
oxygen) . Another 12% of the bay, while not hypoxic, was
still below the State water quality standard of 4 mg/I
(Figure 2) . Again, Hillsborough Bay (17% hypoxic; 23%
marginal) was the bay segment most affected. Lower
Tampa Bay (3% marginal) and Boca Ciega Bay (5%
marginal) were the least degraded segments of Tampa
Bay with respect to dissolved oxygen.
The reports Trace Metal Status of Tampa Bay Sediments 1993-1996 and Hydrographic Conditions and
Dissolved Oxygen Status of the Tampa Bay Estuarine
System (September-October 1993-1996) are available
upon request from the Environmental Protection Commission of Hillsborough County. Contact Stephen Grabe
or David Karlen, 813-272-7104.

WEST FLORIDA COASTAL OCEAN
MONITORING AND PREDICTION SYSTEM
Florida has a long, beautiful coastline which is very
popular as a place to live and a major destination for
tourists . Unfortunately, the average elevation of the
coast is so low that activities centered on the coast are
extremely vulnerable to the intense and rapidly-moving
storms that sweep across the shoreline from the Atlantic
and Gulf of Mexico, particularly in the warmer seasons.
As a result , Florida's economy and the lives and fortunes
of its people are increasingly at risk. The University of
South Florida is implementing a real-time Coastal Ocean
Monitoring and Prediction System (COMPS) for West
Florida that will provide additional data needed to give
more accurate predictions of ocean storms and coastal
flooding by storm surge. Public officials and emergency
management personnel will be able to make critical
decisions that are now beyond their reach because of the
lack of timely knowledge of oceanic conditions. A precedent for this system already exists in Tampa Bay in the
form of the Physical Oceanographic Real-Time System
(PORTS) - itself a first for monitoring estuaries (Fig. 1).
The new system will essentially be an adaptation of
PORTS technology for monitoring the adjacent West
Florida Shelf (Fig. 2) . The system is a state/federal
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collaboration with the FL Dept. of Environmental Protection (FDEP), US Geological Survey (USGS), the Office
of Naval Research (ONR), the Minerals Management
Service (MMS), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), National Ocean Service, and
the NOAA National Weather Service as active partners,
with core funding provided by the State of Florida through
the USF Department of Marine Science .
FIGURE 1
Coastal Ocean Monitoring and Prediction System
(COMPS)
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The coastal sea level response to tropical and extratropical storms results from wind forcing over the entire
continental shelf. Much of the local response may actually be due to storm winds quite distant from the local
area of concern; a case in point being tropical storm
Josephine, a modest storm that nevertheless brought
large, unpredicted flooding, Maintaining an array of
instrumentation on/offshore over a sufficiently large domain is therefore a critical design element for a program

intended to better predict coastal flooding by storm
surge. In order to achieve improved prediction capabilities for the west Florida coastal region, we are building
upon existing in-situ measurements and modeling progrnms (USF, FDEP, ONR, NOAA, MMS, USGS, and
PORTS; see table). This observation system fulfills all of
the requirements of the Coastal Module of the Global
Ocean Observing System (CMGOOS). The combined
observing-modeling system provides a robust infrastructure to support scientific studies of the coastal ocean
environment, complimenting federally-funded programs
such as ECOHAB (Ecology of Harmful Algal Blooms). In
addition, the data and nowcast-forecast models are being utilized for mitigation of oil or other hazardous
material spills and for fisheries management. Data and
model products are disseminated in real-time to federal,
state, and local emergency management officials via the
internet (URL http://ompl.marine.usf.eduIWFLORIDAI).
We are developing a private intranet interface for the
priority users of the system. For additional information
contact Prof. Mark E. Luther, 813-553-1528 (e-mail:
luther@marine.usf.edu); or Prof. Robert H. Weisberg,
813-553-1568 (e-mail: weisberg@marine.usf.edu).

and enhancement of wetlands at Brooker Creek Preserve, and the protection of wetlands from phosphate
mining impacts in the headwaters of the Little Manatee
River.
Two threatened or endangered species around
Tampa Bay are the Bald eagle and the Manatee. Bald
eagle populations state-wide are responding positively
to the reduction of pesticide residues in the environment
and the protection of nest sites. The Service provided
technical assistance to landowners, developers, and
other agencies to ensure the continued growth and
health of the local Bald eagle population.
More than 200 Manatees winter in Tampa Bay. They
congregate in warm water areas and move between the
warm water sites, foraging in seagrass beds and stopping at freshwater drinking sources. Their slow
movement and travel patterns make them potentially
susceptible to injury from channel-dredging operations.
Service biologists worked with private, State, and Federal parties to minimize the risks to Manatees from
dredging operations during the winter months. For more
information contact Elizabeth A. Sou heaver, 352-5632088.

ECOLOGICAL SERVICES PROGRAM,
USFWS

ECKERD COLLEGE ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES MAJOR

In 1997 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Ecological Services program provided technical assistance and
helped obtain funding to protect the fish and wildlife
resources of Tampa Bay and its watershed. The Service
worked with individuals, private organizations, and other
agencies to design and implement projects and to review \
proposed projects. The goal was to maintain healthy
ecosystems through the conservation of diverse and
viable fish and wildlife populations.
The Service assisted with a pilot program for the
design and construction of seawall enhancement features to increase aquatic habitat in canals. Seawalls
often eliminate shallow water habitats, important as nursery areas for many marine resources and as foraging
areas for aquatic and avian predators. Creating small,
biodegradable, artificial reef structures will provide sites
for reestablishing some of those lost habitat values.
Using biodegradable materials ensures that undesirable
elements do not accumulate in the canals. The project
will improve local water quality, increase biological productivity, and provide greater recreational fishing
opportunities.
Service biologists reviewed proposed projects to determine potential effects on fish and wildlife resources
and make recommendations to eliminate or minimize
negative impacts and to improve conservation. Service
recommendations were instrumental in the restoration

The environmental studies major at Eckerd College
provides students with an educational specialty
grounded in the subjects and issues related to the natural
environment, and in the relationship of the human being
to the natural environment. The major offers the breadth
and depth of interdisciplinary inquiry, integrating knowledge across the natural sciences, behavioral sciences,
and humanities. The major develops analytical tools and
skills for understanding the environment while emphasizing the role Of beliefs, values, ethics and aesthetics in
shaping human behavior.
Eckerd College students use Tampa Bay as a laboratory for courses in marine science and in
environmental studies. During 1997, Marine Resource
Policy students participated in several policy meetings of
state and federal agencies. They also wrote papers on
"A Management of Ornamental Fish in Florida," and
"Shark Fins and Shark Markets in the U.S."
Students are exposed to coursework which develops
skills in the following areas: laboratory research and
environmental science; policy analysis; social, historical
and global awareness; philosophical and ethical inquiry;
writing and composition; oral presentation; educational
techniques and strategies; legal research; and group
enterprise. This prepares students for careers in such
diverse fields as environmental and urban planning,
natural resource management, scientific journalism, en-
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vironmentallaw and policy making, parks and recreation,
landscape and architecture , public health, education, the
arts and many more.
A minor in environmental studies requires six
courses : Introduction to Environmental Studies, two
courses each from two of the core areas (science , social
science , humanities) and one course from the third core
area. Students will graduate with a B.A. degree, and will
complete a series of core courses, and then must choose
a major from among two specialized tracks. Each track
refl ects a different orientation that matches the students'
abilities and interests with their coursework.
Environmental Policy - The policy track emphasizes
co urses in economics , political science , other social
scie nces , and writing; orienting students toward policy
analysis , planning , administration, education, communicati ons and related fields .
Environmental Humanities - The humanities track
emphasizes courses in philosophy, religion , history and
literature, with an orientation toward values, and the
integration of differing modes of reason and discourse.
For more information contact Dr. Linda Lucas, 813864-8297 .

1997 FLORIDA COASTAL CLEANUP (FLCC)
Governor Lawton Chiles and the Florida Cabinet
kicked off the Florida Coastal Cleanup's (FLCC) 10th
Anniversary with an official proclamation designating
September 20, 1997 as "Florida Coastal Cleanup Day."
Statewide, the FLCC was a resounding success!
More than 30,000 volunteers removed over 697,000
pounds of debris from 2,158 miles of coastline . That
represents a 22% increase in volunteer turnout as compared to 1996. Sponsored by the Brita Products
Company, this year's enterprising promotional campaign
resulted in the biggest FLCC ever. Every volunteer
received a Brita water filtration system as a thank-you for
their effort.

FLORIDA MARINE PATROL DISTRICT
FOUR (A) TAMPA OFFICE
The FL Marine Patrol
(FMP) and the FL Park
Patrol (FPP) have many
diverse duties and responsibilities as part of
the FL Department of Environmental Protection's
(FDEP) Division of Law
Enforcement.
In 1997 the FMP and
FPP provided boating
safety and fisheries law
enforcement, response
and investigation of pollutant spills and environmental incidents , search and
rescue operations, and public service that positively
affected the "State of Tampa Bay." The FMP and FPP
have also implemented the Community-Oriented Policing philosophy throughout the ir ranks, allowing a closer
and more personal relationship with the public they
serve . Uniformed officers continue to be a source of
information and education to the public, and are visible
reminders that violating laws will have consequences for
those not willing to comply. For more information contact
Captain Maurice Radford , 813-272-2516.
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The Florida Coastal Cleanup is part of the International Coastal Cleanup, created and coordinated
worldwide by the Washington D.C.-based Center for
Marine Conservation (CMC) . Hailed as the largest volunteer environmental event on the globe , 300 ,000
volunteers turned out to clean beaches and inland waterways in 80 countries on September 20th .
CMC's mission is to protect ocean environments and
conserve the global abundance and diversity of marine
life. From offices in St. Petersburg and Key West, CMC's
South Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico regional staff carry out
programs in the areas of endangered marine species
protection, habitat protection, fisheries management,
clean water and, of course , the Florida Coastal Cleanup.
In the Tampa Bay area, Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco
and Manatee counties all reported dramatic increases in
FLCC volunteer participation as compared to last year.
In 1997, Hillsborough County's 3,613 volunteers removed 9,715 pounds of debris from 92 miles of shoreline.
In Pinellas County 3,667 volunteers removed 71,406
pounds of debris from 187 miles of shoreline. Pasco
County's 2,023 volunteers removed 59,830 pounds of
debris from 50 miles of shoreline. In Manatee County
990 volunteers removed 28,657 pounds of debris from
103 miles of shoreline . Volunteer participation in 1997

totaled 10,293 for all four Bay counties, a most impressive increase from the 1996 total of 6,098 volunteers.
Some unusual items found in the Bay area included:
barbed wire, burnt school books and notes, unbroken
light bulbs and a full bottle of vodka. John Fitzgerald,
Hillsborough County cleanup coordinator and Director of
Keep Hillsborough Beautiful, reported that underwater
cleanup volunteers near the Gandy Bridge discovered a
record-breaking hulk of monofilament line - which required a tow truck for its removal. No doubt, this tops the
list of unusual items found on all Florida beaches for
1997. For more information contact Gerald Law
Leonard, 813-895-2188.

SEA TURTLES IN THE TAMPA BAY REGION
Tampa Bay continues to be a vital nursery for all
stages of sea turtle development. These stages range
from hatchling to adult. Within the bay there are three
primary species: the Green (Chelonia mydas) , the
Kemps ridley (Lepidochelys kempl) , and the Loggerhead
(Caretta caretta), with the Hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricata) appearing on occasion. The populations of the
Green sea turtle and Kemps ridley consists mostly of
juveniles living in the upper bays and estuaries of Tampa
Bay. The population of Loggerheads consists mostly of
adults that have migrated to coastal areas for breeding

and nesting. These species are important to the health
of an area. Green turtles, in particular, can be an important indicator species to the health of Florida's bays and
estuaries, including Tampa Bay. Currently these turtles
are experiencing the viral disease fibropapillomatosis.
This viral infection causes external and internal tumors,
which in about 50% of cases results in death. Fibropapillomatosis has been observed in other species, including
the loggerhead and Kemps ridley, however, the frequency of occurrence of the disease is greatest in green
turtles.
Many researchers feel that this most recent outbreak
of fibropapillomatosis is the result of some environmental
change in the turtles' habitat. Current research on this
disease is focusing on the agent responsible for the
tumors. Several viruses have been isolated from tumors, however, the causative agent is unknown.
Treatment involves surgery to remove the tumors. This
is a very labor intensive process and very costly for the
facilities that handle the turtles. In some cases the
tumors are so severe they rupture the eyes of the turtles,
resulting in permanent blindness. The problem that the
Clearwater Marine Aquarium (CMA) now faces is funding
for additional tanks to house the increasing number of
turtles that are stranded by this disease. Currently there
are only two rehabilitation facilities dealing with fibropapillomatosis in the entire State of Florida. Both the
Turtle Hospital and CMA are facing the same problem of
limited space to house the increasing number of turtles.
Documented strandings during 1997 are down from
1996 slightly. Pinellas County, where most strandings
occur in the Tampa Bay area had the second highest
number of strandings on the west coast, with 41 . The
majority of the strandings were Loggerheads, primarily
during the months corresponding with the nesting season of April through September. During 1997 18
Loggerheads stranded, the majority of these were the
result of boat strikes, followed by entanglements. Of the
18, only one animal stranded alive. This turtle was entangled in several crab traps, monofilament line, and
other debris. The turtle was found floundering several
miles off Clearwater and was transported to CMA by the
U.S. Coast Guard. At the Aquarium all of the line was
removed, and after several weeks of rehabilitation the
turtle was released. Green sea turtles accounted for 13
strandings. The majority of these strandings involved
fibropapillomatosis. The CMA continues to treat these
turtles, performing surgery and caring for them until
release. During the summer of 1997 the CMA released
eight Green turtles that had recovered from fibropapillomatosis, with an additional four turtles ready for release
during the summer of 1997 that had recovered from
emaciation, entanglements and boat strikes. This group
consisted mostly of juvenile Kemps ridley and Loggerhead turtles.
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The CMA continues to monitor nesting activity along
the shoreline of Pinellas County from Blind Pass to
Dunedin Pass. During the 1997 nesting season we
confirmed 131 nests, down from the 1996 and 1995
seasons. Once again very few nests were affected by
storms. The result was the release of 8,629 hatchlings
from 12,799 eggs. Over the last three years we have
documented an average of 139 nests in our survey area,
up from the previous three years by 56 nests. This is a
substantial number of additional nests per year that are
being deposited. Similar trends are being seen throughout the state, and at present it only confirms that
Loggerhead populations are stable. With continued
work we hope to maintain and hopefully increase the
number of turtles nesting on Pinellas County beaches.
To protect hatchlings from artificial lighting, we continue
to use restraining cages . These cages require substantial monitoring to ensure that hatchlings make it safely to
the water. Restraining cages are a bad solution to an
even worse lighting problem. The need for enforceable
lighting ordinances on Pinellas County beaches is a must
to ensure the continued success of nesting sea turtles.
Currently the status of sea turtle populations in the
Tampa Bay area is questionable, largely based on inconclusive nesting and stranding data. Some netting
studies are being done, however a more concerted effort
is needed to determine the extent of fibropapillomatosis
in the Tampa Bay area. The CMA will continue to care
for sick and injured marine animals as long as the support
of volunteers and the community exists. Thanks to all
those who support our efforts, both as volunteers or as
members of the Aquarium. With your support we will
continue to educate and protect the resources of Tampa
Bay. For more information contact Glenn Harman, 813441-1790 Ext. 24; e-mail: cma@cftnet.com

THE WAR AGAINST THE
BRAZILIAN PEPPER
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I am a school teacher by trade and my normal battles
are fought trying to motivate students. During the summer months I am lucky enough to have a good job that
allows me to help the environment, but I find myself in
not a battle, but a WAR against the Brazilian pepper.
Tampa Electric Company sponsors an Environmental Stewardship program where area teachers and
students are hired to stop the expansion of exotic plants
such as Brazilian pepper. In the past our efforts had
been confined to the TECO Port Manatee site, where
hundreds of acres of habitat have been rendered literally
pepper-free. This past summer TECO volunteered to
eradicate pepper trees for Hillsborough Community College and Tampa Audubon. After two summers of
working in habitats under maintenance for pepper control, seeing hand-maintained versus unmaintained
habitats was quite enlightening.
Hillsborough Community College has worked diligently to eradicate the Brazilian pepper from their
environmental studies center near Ruskin. They have
held many "pepper pulls." At these "pepper pulls" many
volunteers are put to work, physically hand-removing
Brazilian peppers from the study center grounds . The
HCC biologists and their willing volunteers have worked
many hours attempting to remove these persistent
plants. Without their valiant efforts the trees would undoubtedly cover many more acres than they presently
occupy. However, it is obvious these plants are not
going to allow themselves to be controlled by periodic
hand-pulling. We hope that a visit this summer will show
improvement with our chemical eradication effort.
Another volunteer project we participated in this past
summer was at Whisky Stump Island. This small island
south of the Alafia River is overseen by the Tampa
Audubon Society. It is hoped that this island will become
a successful breeding colony for local water birds . The
island is a typical mangrove island, having poor soil that
is constantly battered by wind and salt; yet the persistent
pepper still seems to have made its way to this island.
Most native birds prefer to nest in native mangroves
rather than exotic peppers, making eradication here
doubly important. A visit to this island was an eye-opening experience to see just how important our eradication
efforts have become.
The more I learn as a member of TECO's stewardship
program, the more I am awed at the persistence of the
Brazilian pepper. Furthermore, the more I see of its
spread in uncontrolled areas, the more I realize how
difficult it is to control at all. Kevin Massena, Leto High
School.
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